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MISS EASTERN
Miss Jayne Jones, Miss Eastern, was indeed a wise selec-
tion by the student body. Miss Jones is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Jones of Richmond and is a graduate of Madi-
son high school of this city.
ATTENDANTS
MARGIE CRITES
Attendant
MAY FAWBUSH
Attendant

All snapshots in the Milestone have been furnished through the courtesy of the East-
ern Photo Club under the sponsorship of Dr. H. H. LaFuze.
Mattox and Keene The tables «re turned
P*rt of the crew.
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MILITARY
R O T C
During these times when it would seem
that our world is crumbling about us, it is
to the Military arm of our country that we
turn for consolation and steadiness. It is
with pride that in the next few pages of
this Milestone we try in some small way
to show you our own Military Department,
Field Artillery branch of the Reserve Offi-
cers Training Corps.
The sound of the martial air, the sound of marching feet, the precision of
the men in the corps fill us with pride, with the knowledge that these are
Eastern boys who are training so that they will be able to take their places
in the defense of our country.
These few pictures will in no way do justice to the corps, but is at least
a tribute to the men who compose it. Members of our R. O. T. C. in the past
are already serving overseas, their whereabouts unknown to their friends
here on the campus. May we also make this section a tribute to them where-
ever they are and sincerely hope that they will return safely home after
achieving the "ultimate victory" that is surely to be ours in this fight for
liberty.
THE U. S.
COLONEL JOHN R. STARKEY
Eastern has been especially fortunate this year in having as its leader in the field of
Military Science, Colonel John R. Starkey, who came direct from Fort Bragg, N. C. the
world's largest field artillery post, where he served in the 13th Field Artillery Brigade.
It is to men like Colonel Starkey that America is looking for guidance and instruction
during this most critical period of her history. It is to men like him to whom we, the people,
look for the help and encouragement and leadership which enable us to go on to the "ulti-
mate victory" which is so fondly and universally prayed for.
Those men who knew Colonel Starkey stand as one in testimony to his firm courage,
deep intelligence and constant effort. This is, after all, the final proof of our tribute to him,
"Here is a man".
PRIVATE VERNON PRIVATE WILSON PRIVATE WILLIAMS
ARMY
CAPTAIN WILLIAM C. REEVES
LIEUTENANT EARL T. NOBLE
Assistant instructors of Military Science and Tactics are Captain W. C. Reeves and
Lieutenant Earl Noble. Both of these officers are graduates of Purdue University and are
members of the Organized Reserve Corps.
For sheer determination, unending patience, and skill, there is no end to the things
which could be said of Captain Reeves.
A quiet and unassuming man, Lieutenant Noble is a fine example for the men in the Re-
serve Officer's Training Corps.
SERGEANT BOND
•4
PRIVATE PRICE PRIVATE MILLER
HANSFORD FARRIS
Cadet Lt. Colonel
JAYNE JONES
battalion Sponsor
W. C. PETTY
Cadet Major
BATTALION
24
D. E. MINESINCER
Cadet Captain
PREWITT PAYNTER
Cadet Captain
HENRY FLYNN
Cadet Lieutenant
T A
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R. O. T. C.
BAND
The editor of this section of the Milestone
was unable to secure a picture of the R. O.
T. C. band to be placed on this page. The
element of time made it impossible for him
to get any type of photograph. However we
want to give the members of the band their
just dues and for that reason this page in the
annual is dedicated to the R. O. T. C. band.
It is our sincere hope that we are hurting
the feelings of no one through this omission
and we deeply regret the fact that no picture
was available for our use* at the time that the
Milestone went to press.
Cadet Capt. James Williar
BATTERY "A'
Cadet Lt. Zebrum Dickerson Cadet Lt. Ralph Darling
Battery Sponsor Miss Pauline Snyder
Battery "A" was organized in the fall of 1936 when R. O. T. C. was first
introduced at Eastern and has continued to grow each year both in size and
accomplishments. Battery "A" has always been in line for its share of the
honors that are to be won each year on the drill field as well as in individual
and squad competitions.
Commanding Officer of Battery "A" this year is Cadet Captain James
Williams whose ability to get cooperation from his officers and men is re-
sponsible in no small way for the excellent performances of his Battery.
Executive Officer for Battery "A" is Cadet First Lieutenant Fred Darling
who is well known for his ability on the gridiron.
Platoon leaders are Cadet Lieutenants Ralph Darling and Dick Dicker-
son.
The comely lass who represented Battery "A" at the Annual Military Ball
was Miss Pauline Snyder, senior from Corbin, Kentucky.
Cadet Lt. Fred Darling
BATTERY "B"
Cadet Capt. William Stocker
Cad3t Lt. lohn Tollner
Battery Sponsor LaMonne Miller
Cadet Lt. Braxton Duvall
Cadet Lt. Harold Hall
Battery "B" was organized along with Battery "A" in the fall of 1936.
Commander of Battery "B" is Cadet Captain William Stocker. Captain
Stocker is one of the four graduating Seniors who are to report at the Field
Artillery School at Fort Sill, Oklahoma upon receiving their commissions in
June.
Cadet Lieutenant John Tollner is Executive officer of Battery "B" for the
current year.
The remainder of Captain Stocker's staff is composed of platoon leaders.
Cadet Lieutenants Hall and Duvall.
Sponsor and Military Ball representative of Battery "B" is Miss LaMonne
Miller. It goes without saying that a battery is no better than its weakest
man and credit must be given to the non-coms and privates who make up
the personnel of each of the batteries. They are to be commended for their
excellent showings.
BATTERY "C"
Cadet Capt. Kenneth Perry Cadet Lt. Harold Winbu
Cadet Lt. Lawrence Kelly
3attery Sponsor Shirley Kimball
Cadet Lt. Charles Floyd
With the increased interest shown in R. O. T. C. in the past two years
another battery was formed in the fall of 1940. Although the youngest
battery of the battalion, Battery "C" has made a name for itself at Eastern.
Barking commands when Battery "C" is on the drill field is Cadet Cap-
tain Kenneth Perry. Captain Perry is well known to students of Eastern for
his ability of the gridiron.
Executive officer of Battery "C" is Cadet Lieutenant Harold Winburn
who is the youngest member of the Senior Military class.
Platoon leaders are Cadet Lieutenants Floyd and Kelly. Representing
Battery "C" as Sponsor in the inaugural parade at the Military Ball was Miss
Shirley Kimball.
All the senior officers of the Battalion will receive commissions as Sec-
ond Lieutenants in the Organized Reserves of the United States Army in
June and will report for extended active duty at a later date.
id* lite. It! Afriihiiir»ij>, O^lf
PISTOL TEAM
Front row left to right—Paul Hounchell, Bob Yeager, Prewitt Paynter,
Captain Reeves, Charles Floyd, William Stocker, William Petty, Billy Mason.
Second row— Bill Barnett, Roy Kidd, Bill Bradley, Neal Boyd, Bill Wayman,
Rodney Whitaker, Eugene Carr, Max Reed, John Congleton.
r> f>«J3*£L.f, r r £ &
ADVANCED R. O. T. C.
First row— J. Williams, W. Stocker, K. Perry, D. Minesinger. W. C. Petty,
H. Farris. P. Paynter, H. Flynn, F. Darling, ). Tollner, H. Winburn.
Second row—W. Buerger, E. Howard, A. Williams, B. Duvall, Z. Dicker-
son, R. Darling, H. Hall, C. Floyd, E. Stafford, J. Conners, B. Wilson, J. Siphers.
Third row—C. Risch, R. Dawn, F. Haas, D. T. Ferrell, R. Whitaker, C.
Rawlins, C. McConnell, W. Mason, R. Yeager.
Fourth row— D. Harrison, E. Adams, W. Kliensteuber, M. Downing, ).
Morehead. W. Barnett, C. Williams, P. Hounchell, W. Heucke.
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MILITARY SNAPS
E G A IT I 2 A T I N S
LITTLE THE
GEORGIA ROOT
President
ANN T. THOMAS
Secretary-Treasurer
PAUL BRANDES
Business Manager
THEDA DUNAVENT
Sergeant at Arms
ELSIE MORCUM
Stage Manager
The Little Theatre Club, sponsored by Cyril Hager, has proven itself one
of the finest and most active organizations on the campus. During the year
it has brought to the students of Eastern many fine presentations. Below
are some photographs of a recent production, "Stage Door".
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ATER CLUB
****«*£?*L
V. Weber P. Jones D. Cobb M. Hollyfield ). Gregory V. Walton M. Heath
C. Trusty G. Farley E. Preston B. Duvall R. Inman D. Daugherty ). Smith
H. Lucas G. Petty P. Griffith W. Wert B. Gains J. Jones H. Tate
L. White K. David J. Rogers M. Little R. Conley V. Held M. Long
Ida Elliston N. Murray P. Adams F. Coward Nancy Beatty
W. H. R. O.
B
U
R
N
A
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MRS. EMMA Y. CASE
Sponsor
S. Biesack, Pres. I. Trent, V. Pres. M. Cammack, Sec. A. Maher, Treas. M. Troutwein
L. Miller F. Cornelius M. Thompson L. Downing M. Stevenson
B. Cheatham C. Petty S. Watkins B. Ford J. Anthony
s
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D. Adams, Pres. E. B'Hymer |. Cook H. Tate ]. Bach
V. Morgan M. Hedges, V. P. E. Preston, Sec'y M. Jones, Treas. M. Swinford
P. Fields C. McCuire M. Tarter T. Berlepp
MATHEMATICS CLUB
Smith Park, Sponsor, D. Minesinger, Pres., D. T. Ferrell, V. Pres., R. Boyd,
Treas., M. Heath, Secy., E. Jenkins, Sponsor, J. Keuper, P. Snyder, M. Hurd,
E. Holbrook, J. Walton, M. Billingsley, J. Tollner, C. Owens, M. Downing,
M. Stayton, H. Richardson, W. Brashear,
J. Loper, J. Yelton, T. Tabb.
MEN'S GLEE CLUB
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First row— D. Barnes, R. Cilligan, P. Corey, D. Allen, W. C. Petty, Mr.
J.
E. Van Peursem, Diretor, P. Hounchell, J. Tollner, M. Reed.
Second row— B. Correll, H. Lucas, A. Wickersham, D. Lumsden, C. Hicks,
W. Wayman, H. Mills, R. Bridges, J. Williams.
Third row— ]. Spratt, C. Miles, D. Minesinger, J. Storms, L. Kilgus, K.
Moseley, D. Crollig, W. Shulte,
J. Hutson.
Mary Emma Hedges, Accompanist.
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MADRIGAL CLUB
First row—V. Wiglesworth, V. Morgan, M. Maddox, C. Winkler, L. Mor-
gan, F. Coward, ). Jones, K. Clark, P. Wilder, K. Williams, A. Maher, Mrs.
Seevers.
Second row—S. Brooks, A. Simmons, R. Stevenson,
J. Smith, M. Jones,
A. Boyd, L. Calbraith, J. Campbell, D. Walker, B. Creech, B. West, M. Stev-
enson, C. Petty.
Third row— K. Jasper, B. Masters, H. Tate, M. Crites, R. Prater, P. Lemon,
N. Mason, V. Weber, L. Miller, M. Wiley, H. Colvin, I. Trent.
Martha Cammack, Accompanist.
EASTINO CLUB
First row—Jean Anthony (piano), Blanche Seevers, Marie Denton, Julis
Hawes, Helen Osborne, Nancy Riley, Margaret Jones, Edna York, Cleo Dona-
von, Grace C. Meade.
Second row—Mary Snyder, Ester Fucito, Margie Little, Grace Waites, Ruth
Cobb, Ellen Hudson, Evelyn Pope, Lois Farmer, Mabel Jone, Annabelle Gos-
ney.
Third row—Maymie Cornelius, Nancy Beatty, Anita O'Hearn, Betty Car-
man, Sylvia Stanley, Elizabeth Mowat, Helen DeCamp, Mary Jenkins, Betty
Hogg, Jean Ruark, Jean Todd.
HOME ECONOMIC CLUBS
First row—Cuba Mullins, President; Lucille Hurt, Secretary; Ruth Dix
Barker, Sponsor; Theda Dunavent, Acting President; Alma Minch, Treasurer,
Second row—Margaret Hollyf ield, Eula Barbe, Josephine Hurst, Jean Hurst,
Jean Anthony, Sylvia Easterling, Beulah Correll, Anna Long, Shirley Kimball,
Requa Kincer, Constance Trusty, Mary Cook.
Third row—Zona Daniels, Ruth Charles, Doriselwood Lemon, Mabel Mir-
acle, Fay Asbury, Anna Lee Boyd, Grace Waite, Olive Morgan, Pauline Stone,
Georgia Arnette, Pauline Parks, Eloise Tuctor.
Fourth row—Allie B. Smith, Christine McGuire, Anita O'Hearn, Anna
Louise Horn, Virginia Taylor, Juanita Arrowood, Katherine Sallee, Ann
Christie, Lois Johnson, Mary Yates, Louanna Combs, Ann Estill.
HARLAN COUNTY CLUB
First row—Waco Walters, Modena Walters, Allene Smith, June Jones,
Helen Lewallen, Ellen Hudson, Joyce Hudson, Joyce Catliff, Theda Duna-
vent, Lawrence Gilliam.
Second row—Roy Russell, Mae Profitt, Evelyn Pope, Charlene Kitts, Mau-
rice Hurd, Mae Fawbush, Joe R. Walton, Mable Miracle, Anna Louise Horn,
James Crigger.
Third row—Robert Sentz, Pat Helton, Jean Cook, Helen Ball, Fostenia
Vanover, Lucille Hampton, Edna Mae Nolan, Louise Neely, Margie Kelly.
Fourth row—Claude McSpadden, Lawrence Kelly, Rodney B. Whitaker,
Willard Kelly, John Cowden, James Hutson.
Fifth row—Dr. L. C. Kennamer, Sponsor; Clark Farley, Beryl Howard, Har-
old Smith, Edd Howard, Claude Williams, Frank Siphers, Billy Aiken.
CATHOLIC CLUB
First Row— J. Purdom, Pres. ; M. Kister, Sec; R. Worthington, V. P.; Rev.
E. S. Haney, J. Connor, Tr. ; C. McCarthy, Sponsor.
Second Row— F. Foreman, U. Downing, C. Bezold, M. Lynch, W. Kin-
sella, C. Nowakowski.
Third Row—M. Leeds, L. Kees, M. Walton, R. Bezold, F. Hickey, D. Grol-
Fourth Row—M. Hamilton, M, Ring, H. Flynn, R. Harrison,
J. Balionis,
E. Fucito.
Fifth Row—P. Kleffner, A. Maher, R. Coosens, M. Cratzer, M. Downing,
A. O'Hearn.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
First row—V. Olds, L. Maggard, V. Parks, E. Baker, E. Brinkley, M. Vir-
gin, M. Hall.
Second row—D. Cobb, E. B'Hymer, M, Richards, W. Chestnut, M. Jones
H. Durriet, L. Griggs.
Third row—Mrs. K. Schilling, C. Chestnut, H. Hansard, K. Jasper, J. Bach,
Louise Shearer, M. Wiley.
Fourth row—B. Correll, D. Sams, C. Benedict, B. Blackerby, H. Waller,
Dr. F. A. Engle, John Rogers.
NORTHERN KENTUCKY CLUB
First row—V. Morgan, D. Arnold, D. Crollig, M. Jones, W. Huenefeld,
T. Sawyer, A. Cateley, E. Graham, V. Weber, L. Galbraith, S. Biesack.
Second row—Mrs. Perry, P. Cornell, J. Stoms, R. Gilligan, B. Li I lard, E.
Coffman, V. Walton, N. Beatty, M. Eubank, G. White.
Third row—L. Kees, W. Buerger, R. Ryle, W. Shulte, R. Nelson, H. Ser-
gent, J. Haas, M. Little, M. Sickman, Elliston, M. Crites.
Fourth row— ). Williams, C. Bezold, R. Earles,
son, M. Slade, W. Kinsella.
Loper, J. Rogers, N. Ma-
Fifth row—C. Nicholson, A. Gosney, R. Hughes, J. Keuper, M. Eades, H.
De Camp, D. Lumsden, E. Stafford, R. Bezold, E. Holbrook, W. Shriver.
Sixth row—C. Dorna, W. Wayman, R. Grant, J. Yelton, W. Johnston, W.
Dorna, R. Weingardner, R. McHenry, F. Hartje, C. Rawlins, J. Flynn, H.
Osborne, J. Robinson, G. De Moisey.
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KYMA CLUB
First row—A. Earle, S. Hervey, M. Logsden, M. Stevenson, V. Weber, V.
Pres. ; S. Brooks, R. Stevenson, E. Marcum, Sec; A. Kinzer, A. Cately.
Second row—T. Dunavent, L. Calbraith, M. Duell, M. Cratzer, J. Porter,
R. Johnson, C. Root, R. Stevenson, C. McCuire, F. Coward, N. Murray.
Third row—J. Keuper, B. Mason, H. Ashcraft, L. Kilgus, M. Troutwein,
D. Dickerson, P. Brandes, B. Barnett, A. Fowler, Sponsor; Harold Hall, Pres.;
E. Graham, J. Ingram, T. Sawyer, J. Faries.
46
WORLD AFFAIRS CLUB
First row—D. Adams, K. Berry, B. Smith, M. Samuels, M. Hall, V. Dickens,
S. Watkins.
Second row—P. Ward, F. Samuels, M. Gregory, A. Hill, A. Mann, P. Frye,
L. Kelly.
Third row— Dr. L. C. Kennamer, E. Broyles, H. Tate,
J.
Early, B. Blackerby,
H. Mills, J. Faries.
Fourth row—C. Rader, J. Perry, R. Hart, U. Price, E. Griffith.
47
SIGMA TAU PI
M. Fawbush, P. Paynter, C. McCuire, J. Farris, R. McHenry, C. McSpadden,
V. Carlson, Z. Dickerson, J. Traylor, C. Risch.
M. Colvin, R. Floyd, M. Crites, W.
J.
Moore, M. Deuel, H. Lucas, C. Chest-
nut, F. Vanover, E. Frame. H Hall.
W. C. Petty, H. Smith, R. R. Richards.
4S
PHALANX
First row— D. Minesinger, Warden Historian, D. Dickerson, Commander,
Capt. W. C. Reeves, Col. John R. Starkey, Lieut. E. T. Noble, Lieut. Com-
mander, H. Hall, W. C. Petty, Finance Officer.
Second row— J. Tollner, W. Stocker, H. Farris, T. Wilson, P. Hounchell,
L. Kelly,
J.
Williams, H. Flynn.
Third row—C. Rawlings, C. Floyd, C. Risch, D. T. Ferrill, H. Winburn, B.
Duvall, W. Klienstuber, W. Huecke.
CADUCEUS CLUB
— — »xf *-jj ^
Dr. Farris Sponsor
D. Scott President
C. Root Secretary
W. Griggs Treasurer
W. Kleinsteuber
P. Kleffner P. Robinson R. Cooper H. Hansard F. Carty
C. Hatfield P. Webb S. Hervey L. Carlson L. Gilliam
50
INDUSTRIAL ARTS CLUB
F. Hartje
C. Innings
R. Haddix
Lit v k k T U •^ '.
R. W. Whalin Sponsor
Denver Sams President
C. Colson Vice President
J. Garth Secretary
R. Burns Treasurer
D. Owens Sergeant-at-Arms
H. Winburn N. C. Denniston B. Duvall W. Taylor F. A. Martin
J. Rogers B. Worthington R. Nelson D. Barnes O. D. Lascoe
K. Jackson H. Waller T Webb H. Bartlett B. Aiken
B. Mason B. Grant G. Becker R. Shadoan
KAPPA DELTA P
D. Adams
V. Carlson
M. Cortney
F. A. Engle
M. Samuels
trrlKTK IJ f
*
M. E. Mattox Counselor
Jean Porter President
D. Minesinger Vice President
M. Barksdale Recorder-Treasurer
S. Beckley Historian-Reporter
V. Maybury Program Chairman
P. Brandes N. Mason H. Farris R. Kottmyer F. Hartje
M. Cammack M. Oney J. Allen I. Trent C. Champion
F. P. Giles M. Billingsley E. Holbrook A. Gill C. Haynes
A. Thomas V. Weber N. Lohn M. Gregory V. Burns
W. I. Moore S. Biesack M. Neale K. Sallee L. Evans
52
ELEMENTARY COUNCIL
L. J. Calbraith President
V. Dicken Vice President
M. Wilder Secretary
C. Hurtlein Treasurer
M. Hanson and Mrs. J. Tyng Sponsors
M. Hanson L. C. Calbraith E. Griffith V. Dicken N. Mason D. Adams
F. Hickey B. Ford E. Slade R. Kottemeyer U. Downing
K. Williams V. Weber I. Wilson C. Haynes J. Bach
R. Hughes M. Walker F. Leake C. Schneider H. Tate
53
CANTERBURY CLUB
•9
T I
I ^ p. I
R. B. Clark Sponsor
V. Maybury President
E. B'Hymer Vice President
A. Thomas Secretary
Dr. R. B. Clark V. Maybury E. B'Hymer A. Thomas R. B. Stevenson
R. Johnston E. Sams F. Cornelius P. Brandes B. Smith
I. Trent R Conley M. Cammack M. Criswell C. Rader
E, Hinkle M. Purdy M. Lucy B. Strachan M. Richards
54
SCIENCE CLUB
12
**'
i
T. C. Herndon Sponsor
L. Gilliam President
D. Scott Vice President
C. Root Secretary
M. Bill ingsley Treasurer
Dr. T. C. Herndon L. Gilliam D. Scott G. Root M. Billingsley W. Griggs
M. Hurd R. Witt A. Gatley B. Brashear P. Hounchell
R. Dils L. Conley C. Kitts W Kleinstueber E. Crider
R. Boyd D. T. Ferrell ). Williams N. Murray W. Stocker P. Robinson
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MILESTONE
FRANK FLANAGAN
Editor
James Todd Arin Allen Catherine Sallee Ben Sanders
Harold Winburn Alrrla Minch Vivian Morgan Harold Hall
Anr i Thomas James Crowe
D. E. MINESINGER
Business Manager
*
Harold Winburn Associate Editor
James Todd Photographer
Harold Hall Military Editor
Marginia Stevenson Class Editor
Catherine Sallee Compositor
Ben Sanders Sports Editor
Alma Minch Compositor
Ann Thomas Compositor
Ann Allen Compositor
James Crowe Advertising
Vivian Morgan Secretary
***
^1
FRED P. GILES
Faculty Sponsor
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PROGRESS
PAUL DICKERSON BRANDES
Editor
'<&
W. C. Petty Georgia Root James Crowe Ann T. Thomas Roy Cilligan
Rena Oldfield Bob Ryle Marginia Stevenson John Wiseman Alice Kinzer
John Rogers Emma Sams Ben Sanders |ayne (ones Guy Hatfield
Edna B'Hymer Blanche Trivette Theda Dunavent
NATALIE MURRAY
Assistant Editor
EDITORIAL STAFF
Paul Brandes, '42 Editor
Natalie Murray, '43 Assistant Editor
Jim Todd, '44 News Editor
Bud Petty, '42 Sports Editor
John Rogers, '45 Makeup Editor
Dave Minesinger, '42 Cartoonist
Guy Hatfield, Jr., '42 Exchange Editor
Ann Thomas, '42 Managing Editor
Margina Stevenson, '44 Society Editor
REPORTERS
Dick Allen, '42 Georgia Root, '42 Rena Oldfield, '42
Jim Crowe, '44 Nora Mason, '42
j
onn Whisman, '45
Claude Rawlins, '43 Roy Cilligan, '45 Q , ,.^
Helen Ashcraft, '42 Jayne Jones, '42
b0b Ky ' e
' ^
Jim Williams, '42 Alice Kinzer, '43 Ben Sanders, '44
WILLIAM STOCKER
Business Manager
57
Camera Piend Getting hisi toid Couldn't be a Vice Versa?
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ATHLETICS
c o A H
Director of Athletics
t. e. Mcdonough
COACH ROME RANKIN
60
/"NUTSTANDING as leaders of Eastern are two men.
^"^ T. E. McDonough and Rome Rankin. Genial Mr. Mac
skillfully guides Eastern's athletic and physical education
programs to a yearly successful culmination.
Rome Rankin, who needs no introduction, in his tradi-
tional brown suit holds the controlling reins over the des-
tiny of Eastern's football and basketball teams. Rankin's
record during his years at Eastern show that he is well
equipped to do his job. Coach will not be soon forgotten
by those who know him.
Under the guidance of these two men Eastern will con-
tinue to produce the best in athletic and sportsmanship in
the years to come.
bi)WING STAFF
Assistant Coach
TOM SAMUELS
Assistant Coach
C. HUGHES
Assisting Coach Rankin in molding win-
ning teams annually at Eastern are line coach
Tom Samuels and Charles "Turkey" Hughes.
The experience of these men, their wisdom
and foresight have contributed no little to
Eastern's success on the gridiron. Unheralded
and seldom lauded in their jobs they have
continued their outstanding work.
Brown Moberly McConnell Childers
Behind the scene in Eastern's athletics
—
Bill Brown, Portsmouth, Ohio, senior man-
ager leaves four years of dutiful service be-
hind when he graduates this year. Bill will
turn over his duties to Nathan Moberly, Rich-
mond, who has been his assistant for the past
year.
The job of keeping the athletes in shape
has been that of Gayle McConnell for the past
year. Gayle who hails from Forks of Elkhorn
and his assistant Mac Childers have done their
job well. These four young men have con-
tributed no little to the success of Eastern on
the gridiron and on the hardwood.
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First row, left to right: Rasnick, R. Darling, McChey, Flanagan, Cibson, McConnell, Smith, Schuster, Holt,
Heucke, Nowakowski.
Second row: Dorna, Kinsella, Siphers, Tinnell, Loper, Kennedy, Perry, Neale, Adams, Nonnemacher, Nash,
Brown.
Third row: Hickman, Deeb, Benedett, F. Darling, Roberts, Keuhn, Moberly, Maggard, Little, Haas, Lehman,
Norman, Duch.
With the advent of September thirty-two anxious football players reported to coach
Rome Rankin at Eastern with the difficult task of continuing an undefeated record, one
that was established by the team of 1941.
The Maroons, after two hard weeks of practice, journeyed to Missouri where the highly
touted Missouri Teachers fell after a gruelling battle. The next victim was Carson-Newman
followed by Murray Teachers, a newcomer to the Eastern schedule. King College came in-
to the Blue Crass from Tennessee only to return home another hapless victim for the
Eastern onslaught. Then came the great game of the season, that with the strong Wes-
tern Hilltoppers. At the end of the first half the Maroons had a 20-0 lead over their sister
institution, and the followers of the Mighty Red and Grey team sat stunned as they watch-
ed their team smothered. The beginning of the second half—lightening strikes—four
times in the half the relentless Hilltoppers cross the Eastern goal to hand the Maroons
their first defeat in fourteen starts. The remainder of the season is well known, George-
town, Illinois, and Morehead defeated to complete the season and the record book stood
at seven wins and one loss for the Maroons.
Teams from several states maintain a healthy respect and admiration for our boys who
have always turned in a hard clean fought game.
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VARSITY
CLIFFORD TINNELL KENNETH PERRY
Covington Lawrenceburg
BERT SMITH
Millfield, Ohio
I t pi
'%.
BILL HICKMAN
Covington
FRANCIS HAAS
Newport
LARRY LEHMAN
Fort Thomas
NORTHWEST MISSOURI-CARSON NEWMAN
The first game of the 1941 football season found Coach Rome
Rankin's Eastern Maroons traveling to Maryville, Mo., where
they defeated Northwest Missouri Teachers 18-7 in a nocturnal
tilt.
Striking swiftly in the first quarter the Maroons scored on
Smith's plunge that climaxed Siphers 21 yard sprint. The Miss-
ourians went ahead 7 to 6 before the half ended, however after
a scoreless third period Smith again put the Maroons in the lead
with his second marker. Frank Flanagan toted the ball to pay
dirt in the last stanza to end the scoring.
Back to Hanger Stadium in their first home game, the Maroon
gridders turned back Carson Newman 14-0.
Playing in mid-summer heat Eastern scored in the first quar-
ter when Maggerd recovered a fumble on the C-N 10 yard stripe
and Smith tallied three plays later. The second touchdown came
on a third period pass, Smith to Schuster. Schuster kicked both
of the extra points.
FOOTBALL
FRED DARLINC FRANK FLANAGAN CHARLES SCHUSTER
Glouster, 0. Richmond Chicago, III.
rs
^
RALPH DARLINC
Glouster, 0.
o
JOE BILL SIPHERS
Benham
TED BENEDETT
Wheeling, W. Va.
IRV KEUHN
Cincinnati, 0.
BER RASNICK
Barbourville
MURRAY-KING COLLEGE
Making it twelve victories in a row, Rome
highly touted Thoroughbreds 6-0 in a hard
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Rankinmen on the Murray 25 yard line where
Darling, Smith, Schuster and Maggard were
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VARSITY
IVAN MACCARD
Richmond
CAYLE ROBERTS
Clouster, 0.
CASEY NOWAKOWSKI
Chicago, III.
NORMAN DEEB
Shelbyville
ill
WALTER HEUCKE
Louisville
BILL KINSELLA
Newport
EARL GIBSON
Portsmouth, 0.
JACK HOLT
Louisville
WESTERN-GEORGETOWN
With thirteen consecutive wins behind them, the Eastern Maroons traveled to Bowling
Green and tasted their first defeat at the hands of Western State Teachers by a score of
27 to 20.
After dominating the first half completely, with two touchdowns by Benedett and a
scoring pass from Siphers to Schuster the boys in the Maroon and White seemed to have
the game in hand, but Western's second half drive led by big Joe Cullen gave the Hill-
toppers a surprise 27-20 triumph over the Maroonmen.
Getting back in the win column and delighting a Homecoming Day crowd, Rome Ran-
kin's gridiron charges swamped Georgetown college 41 to 0.
Schuster, Smith, Rasnick and Siphers scored for the Maroons and Schuster and Siphers
accounted for the points after touchdown.
FOOTBALL
JACK LOPER
Covington
PETE NONNEMACHER
Columbus, 0.
GEORGE NORMAN
Wheeling, W. Va.
JAMES LITTLE
Portsmouth, 0.
EDGAR ADAMS
Richmond
ILLINOIS STATE-MOREHEAD
In their last home game of the 1941 season the big Maroon eleven rang up a total of 54
points to Illinois State Normal's 0.
On the third play from scrimmage Joe Bill Siphers romped 74 yards to start off the scor-
ing. Smith tallied four times, Neal twice and freshman Melcarek in the closing minutes
of the game. Schuster added six points on placements after touchdowns.
As eight seniors sang their swan song, the Eastern grid machine rolled over rival More-
head Teachers 32 to 13 in the annual "hawg rifle" battle at Morehead.
The first score came after an eighty yard march ended in a payoff pass Smith to Siphers.
Two long dashes by Bert Smith and two touchdown passes to Chuck Schuster completed the
Eastern scoring. Bert Smith, Fred Darling, Chuck Schuster, Ken Perry, Cliff Tinnell, Ralph
Darling, Frank Flanagan and Bill Hickman donned the Maroon and White jerseys for the
last time in the game with Morehead.
EASTERN'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO U. S. AIR CORPS
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FRESHMAN ATHLETICS
In past years here at Eastern we have had freshman football and basket-
ball teams. However due to the present emergency the Southern Intercol-
legiate Athletic Association ruled that freshmen are eligible to participate
in varsity athletics. For this reason Eastern freshmen athletics have been dis-
banded for the duration.
During the past year freshmen athletics here at Eastern have contributed
their part to help the Maroons in both football and basketball. There follows
a list of those who have played in football and basketball.
Frank Siphers
Tombaugh
Freeman
Crizzell
Leavell
Benedett
C. Becker
L. Becker
Brady
Balionis
G9
V A R T Y
Homer Osborne Charles Schuster John Campbell
B A K T B A L
Charles Dorna George Norman Gerald Becker
BASKETBALL
First row: Childers, Maggard, Osborne, McConnell, Becker, Freeman, Brown.
Second row: Dorna, Tinnell, Norris, Nicholson, Schuster, Elias.
Third row: Lehman, Haas, Campbell, Hudnall, Norman.
The 1941-42 edition of Rome Rankin's Eastern's Maroon basketball team won them-
selves ten games in the regular season while they were being turned back four times.
The Maroon cagers took one and dropped one in K. I. A. C. tournament play and thus closed
the court season.
After winning the opener from favored Georgetown, the Eastern netmen lost one to
Morehead, beat Centre in an overtime, but failed to get by Union on the Barbourville floor.
With a revised lineup the ball bouncing Maroons rolled over Berea and Kentucky Wes-
leyan, however they lost the next one to the Hilltoppers of Western in a game played at
Bowling Green.
Back to Weaver Health-Building for return engagements with Wesleyan and George-
town, the marauding Rankinmen added two in the win column and their second over
Berea on the Mountaineer court, a battle which prepped the Maroons for the Western en-
counter which they dropped. The remaining two home games brought wins over Centre
and Union in that order.
With this record behind them Coach Rankin's Maroons entered the K. I. A. C. tour-
nament where they won their opener from Morehead but lost to Union in the second
round.
Thus the curtain fell on an Eastern team that had started the season slowly and had
fought their way to becoming a top notch cage quintet. This same curtain also ended the
college basketball careers of Homer Lee Osborne and Charles Schuster.
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Crowe, Wayman, Loper, Nash, Bezold, Babb
Rail, Ballonls, Tabb, Dorna, Nonnemacher, Rasnick
Garrett, Bartlett, Sanders, Schuster, Brady, Boyd
Cinter, Haas, Logsdon, Kinsella, Nowakowski, Kees I (F?
CHARLES "TURKEY" HUGHES
Coach
W 1
TRACK
Gibson, Lohr, Graham, Starkey, Moberly
G. Becker, Darling, Leavell, Kuehn, Samuels, Benedett, Little, L. Becker
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CLASSES
GRADUATE - STUDENTS
DECIMA RADER HOLT
Egypt
HARVEY KESSLER MEYER
Richmond
NANCY WHITE LOHN
Crab Orchard
GRACE CHAMPION
Bondville
HANSFORD WHITE FARRIS
Richmond
OFFICERS
SENIORS
W. C. PETTY, JR.
President
IMOCENE TRENT
Vice-president
MARY CRATZER
Secretary
JACK FARIES
Treasurer
DR. T. C. HERNDON
Sponsor
THEDA DUNAVENT
Loyal I
Home Economics
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. '39-
'41; Progress Staff; Little
Theater Club; Kyma; Eastino
Club; Harlan County Club,
Treas. '41 -'42; Home Econom-
ics Club, Vice Pres., '39-'40;
Collegiate 4-H Club.
LANA JEANNE CALBRAITH
Covington
Elementary Education
Elementary Council, Pres.;
Future Teachers of America;
Clee Club; Kyma Club; North-
ern Kentucky Club; Y. W. C.
A.
' .v-V
MARGARET EILEEN FRAME
Harlan
Commerce
Y. W. C. A.; Milestone
Staff; Harlan County Club; Sig-
ma Tau Pi; Pi Omega Pi, Pres.,
'42.
DICK ALLEN
Prestonsburg
BLANCHE CHEATHAM
Columbia
Elementary Education
English
Madrigal Club; World Af-
fairs Club; House Council; Ele-
mentary Council.
HAROLD HALL
Brooksville
Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi; Science Club;
Caduceus Club; Eastern Order
Military Merit; Kyma Club
Pres., '41 -'42; Y. M. C. A
Pres., '41 -'42, Phalanx, Lieut.
Commander; Limestone Club.
Pres.; Milestone Staff.
IAYNE VIVIAN JONES
Richmond
Elementary Education
Band; Progress Staff; Or-
chestra; Little Theater; Folk-
lore Club; Madrigal Club; Ele-
mentary Council.
WILLIAM C. PETTY, Jr.
Ashland
Commerce
Progress Staff, Bus. Mgr.
'40, Sports Editor, '42; Sigma
Tau Pi; Phalanx. Finance Of-
ficer, '41 -'42; Milestone Staff;
Pistol Team; Men's Clee Club,
Sec.-Treas. '41, Pres. '42; Ten-
nis Team, Capt. '41 -'42;
Swimming Team, '40; Who's
Who.
FRANCES COWARD
Coldsboro, N. C.
English
Kyma Club; Little The
Club; Madrigal Club.
MARY L. STAYTON
Dayton, Ohio
Physical Education
Math.
Future Teachers of America;
Math. Club, Pres., '40-'41 ;
Physical Education Club; House
Council '41.
SEN I O R S
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SUSAN BIESACK
Louisville
Elementary Education
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Pro-
gress Staff, '38, '39; Milestone
Staff, '38, '39; Future Teach-
ers of America; Kappa Delta
Pi; Who's Who; Canterbury
Club; Elementary Council;
Class Secretary, '39; Pres.
W. R. H. O.
CUBA MULLINS
Whitesburg
Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Pres.
'41 -'42.
CLAUDE McSPADDEN
Harlan
Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi; Upper Cum-
berland Club; Harlan County
Club; Tennis Team, '40, '41,
'42; Freshman Football.
EDNA B'HYMER
Covington
English, Social Science
Le Cercle Francais; Baptist
Student Union Council; Can-
terbury Club, V. Pres., '41 -'42.
FOSTENIA VANOVER
Verda
Commerce
Y. W. C. A.; Upper Cum-
berland Club; Sigma Tau Pi;
Harlan County Club, Rep., Al-
pha Zeta Kappa.
ROBERT CONLEY
Paintsville
History and English
Canterbury Club; Little
Theater.
IENNIE EARLY
Williamsburg
Elementary Education
World Affairs Club; Upper
Cumberland Club.
SALLY HERVY
Paint Lick
Home Economics and
Science
Sec, Caduceus Club, '40-
'41
; Kyma Club; Y. W. C. A.
MARY ELIZABETH VAUCHT
Somerset
CEORCE VISSCHER NASH
Trinity
Physical Education
Biology and History
Physical Ed. Club, V. Pres ,
'41 -'42; E. Club; Milestone
Staff; Baseball, '40-'4l-'42;
Football, '39-'42.
9
FRANCES SAMUELS
Richmond
Elementary Education
Future Teachers of America;
Collegiate 4-H Club; World
Affairs Club; Elementary
Council, Sec.-Treas., '40-'41.
ANN TARLTON THOMAS
Midway
English
French and History
Canterbury Club, Sec, '40-
'41; Little Theater Club, Sec.-
Treas., '41 -'42; Le Cercle
Francais, Pres., '41 -'42; Kappa
Delta Pi; Progress Staff, Man.
Ed.. '42; Alpha Zeta Kappa;
Y. W. C. A.
ALEX H. ANDERSON, Jr.
Combs
History, Geography
World Affairs Club; Upper
Cumberland Club.
SARA BROOKS
Corbin
Music, English
Corbin Club; Upper Cum-
berland Club; Madrigal Club;
Le Cercle Francais.
MADGE E. |ONES
Covington
English, History
Canterbury Club; Eastino
Club; Madrigal Club; Little
Theater Club.
EVERETT GRIFFITH
Cincinnati, Ohio
Elementary Education
Elementary Education;
World Affairs Club; Baptist
Student Union; Alpha Rho Tau.
MARTHA JANE SANDIFER
Ft. Thomas
Elementary Education
English
Northern Ky. Club; Y W
C. A.
ELIZABETH HOLBROOK
Owenton
Mathematics, Physics
Kappa Delta Pi; Math. Club.
EL WANDA D. BRINKLEY
Mark
Elementary Education
Elementary Council; Pulaski
County Club; 4-H Club; Flor-
ence Nightingale Club, Vice
Pres., '40-'41, '41 -'42; Sulli-
van Hall House Council, Secy.,
'40-'41; B. S. U. Council,
'40-'41, '41 -'42; Y. W. C. A.,
V. Pres.. '41 -'42.
LAWRENCE KELLY
Evarts
Art and English
World Affairs; Harlan Co.
Club; Y. M. C. A.; Phalanx.
SENIORS
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WILLIAM A. BROWN
Covington
Physical Education
Biology and History
Physical Education Club;
Northern Ky. Club; "E" Club.
IRENE VIRGINIA
PENNINGTON
Oca la
Elementary Education
Y. W. C. A.; Elementary
Council; Photo Club; Little
Theater Club.
ROBERT REDDING SENTZ, Jr.
Yancey
Art, English, History
Photo Club; Harlan County
Club; Upper Cumberland Club;
Alpha Rho Tau; Pres., '39-'42;
Milestone; Progress; Canter-
bury Club.
FELON ISE LEAKE
Russell
Elementary Education
Future Teachers of America;
Elementary Council; Y. W. C.
A.; Florence Nightingale Club.
PREWITT PAYNTER
Brooksville
Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi; Phalanx; Y.
M. C. A.; Pistol Team; Pro-
gress.
MARTHA V. BERLIN
Latonia
Home Economics, Art
Women's Residence Hall Or-
ganization; Home Economics
Club.
FRED E. DARLING
Glouster, Ohio
Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club; "E"
Club; Out of State Club; East-
ern's Order of Military Merit;
Football '39-'42; Basketball;
Track.
ALMA JEAN BACH
Bellevue
Elementary Education
Y. W. C. A.; Elementary
Council; Women's Residence
Hall Organization; Baptist Stu-
dent Union Council, Sec'y.
CORDON CHARLES RADER
Louisville
English, Social Science
World Affairs Club; Canter-
bury Club; Folk-lore Club.
ROBERTA ESKELINE ADAMS
Paintsville
Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
CEORCIE ARNETT
Salyersville
Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
EDITH BROYLES
Plato
Elementary Education
ALICE KATHERINE HILL
Woodbine
Elementary Education
World Affairs Club; Upper
Cumberland Club.
HELOISE MARSEE
Irvine
Home Economics
Home Economics Club; Y.
W. C. A.; Florence Nightingale
Club, Treasurer, '41.
NORA KATHRYN MASON
Covington
Elementary Education
Y. W. C. A., Pres., '42,
Sec, '41; Madrigal Club;
Progress Staff; Future Teach-
ers of America; Elementary
Council; Kappa Delta Pi;
Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and Uni-
versities.
LOIS IOHNSON
Auxier
Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
|UNE DAMERON
Esco
MARY GREGORY
Ludlow
Elementary Education
Future Teachers of America;
Elementary Council; World Af-
fairs Club; Y. W. C. A.
MARY SAMUELS
Richmond
Elementary Education
Future Teachers of America,
Sec'y, '41, '42; World Affairs
Club; Collegiate 4-H Club;
president, '41, '42; Elementary
Council; Kappa Delta Pi.
RUTH INEZ KOTTMYER
Constance
Elementary Education
Kappa Delta Pi; Elementary
Council; Y. W. C. A.
SENIORS
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GEORGIA ROOT
Corbin
Chemistry and Biology
Little Theater Club. Pres.,
'42; Science Club, Sec; Cadu-
ceus Club, Sec; Kyma Club;
Band; Upper Cumberland Club;
Progress Staff.
ETHUS GILLIS
Sinai
Elementary Education
Y. W. C. A., Sec; Elemen-
tary Council; Future Teachers
of America.
MARTHA CAMMACK
Owenton
Music and English
Photo Club. Sec '42; Mad-
rigal Club, Accompanist and
Treas.; Burnam Women's Resi-
dence Hall Organization, Sec,
'42; Y. W. C. A.; Orchestra;
Band; Le Cercle Francais; Kap-
pa Delta Pi; Canterbury Club.
ANNA MILDRED LOCSDON
Paint Lick
Home Economics
Science
Home Economics Club;
Kyma Club; Band; Majorette;
Y. W. C. A.
DORISELWOOD LEMON
Berry
Home Economics
Y. W. C. A.; 4-H Club;
Home Economics Club, Sec.
KATHLEEN CLARK
Corbin
Elementary Education
Elementary Council; B. S. U.
Council, Sec '38-'39; Y. W.
C. A.; Little Theater Club;
Upper Cumberland Club; Mad-
rigal Club. V. Pres., '42; Cor-
bin Club, V. Pres., '42.
BEULAH KATHERINE FORD
Richmond
Elementary Education
Future Teachers of America;
Elementary Council; Y. W. C.
A.; Photo Club; Florence
Nightingale Club, Sec.
CHARLOTTE HAYNES
Covington
Elementary Education
Kappa Delta Pi; Future
Teachers of America; Elemen-
tary Council; Y. W. C. A.;
Alpha Zeta Kappa.
MARY KATHERINE BERRY
Woodlawn
Elementary Education
World Affairs Club; Ele-
mentary Council; Y. W. C. A.
DOROTHY LUCILLE ADAMS
Butler
Elementary Education
Kappa Delta Pi; Elementary
Council; World Affairs Club;
Y. W. C. A.; Sullivan Women's
Residence Hall Organization,
Pres. '42.
IAMES FARRIS
Paducah
Commerce and History
Sigma Tau Pi; Y. M. C. A.
HELEN LOUISE HALEY
Cynthiana
Elementary Education
Elementary Council; Future
Teachers of America; Y. W.
C. A.
ABBOTT C. HOLBROOK
Mayking
History, Geography
MARY ELISA BILLINCSLEY
Middlesboro
Mathematics, Physics
Chemistry
Who's Who; Kappa Delta
Pi; Y. W. C. A.; Science Club,
Treas. ; Future Teachers of
America, Vice Pres. ; Mathe-
matics Club, Sec; Women's
Residence Hall Organ.
LEWIS BAILEY
Lerose
Geography, History
VIRGINIA M. CARLSON
Jamestown, New York
Commerce
Y. W. C. A., Sec'y '39-'40,
Treas. '40-'41; Out of State
Club; Wesley Foundation, Pres.
'40-'41; Sullivan Hall House
Council Sec'y '39-'40; Sigma
Tau Pi, Vice Pres. '41 -'42;
Kappa Delta Pi; Pi Omega Pi,
Sec'y '41 -'42; Who's Who.
FUCATE CARTY
Pineville
Chemistry, Biology
Caduceus Club.
MARY SUSAN COOK
Oca la
Home Economics
Little Theater Club; Home
Economics Club; Photo Club;
Alpha Rho Tau; Pulaski Club;
Y. W. C. A.
GEORGE FREDERICK HARTJE
Covington
Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club; Mathe-
matics Club; Kappa Delta Pi;
Progress Staff; Northern Ky.
Club.
PAULINE SNYDER
Corbin
Mathematics
SENIORS
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ALMA MINCH
Owenton
Home Economics
Home Economics Club,
Treas.; Y. W. C. A.
RAY NELSON
Alexandria
Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club; North-
ern Ky. Club.
ANNA LEE WHITE
Richmond
Home Economics Club.
PAUL DICKERSON BRANDES
Ft. Thomas
English, Music
Men's Glee Club; Alpha
Zeta Kappa; Debate, Oratory
Kappa Delta Pi; Y. M. C. A.;
Future Teachers of America,
Pres.; Business Manager Belle
Lettres; Editor of Progress;
Canterbury Club, Treas.; Kyma
Club, Treas.
EMMA SAMS
Irvine
English, History
Ccnterbury Club; Progress
Staff.
JAMES E. WILLIAMS
Newport
Mathematics, Physics,
History
Clee Club; Phalanx; Science
Club.
ANN ETTA SIMMONS
Richmond
Madrigal Club; Le Cercle
Francais, Treas. '40-'41, Vice
Pres. '41 -'42.
HENRY J. FYLNN
Crittenden
Agriculture, Biology
Northern Ky. Club; Catholic
Club; Collegiate 4-H Club;
Eastern Order of Military
Merit.
BLANCHE TRIVETT
Virgie
Physical Education
MILDRED ALLEN JOHNSON
Irvine
Elementary Education
4
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IMOCENE ENGLAND TRENT
Russell
Public School Music,
English
Madrigal Club; President;
French Club; Canterbury Club;
Future Teachers; Kappa Delta;
Student Union Music Commit-
tee; House Council, W. H.
R. O., Vice Pres. ; Senior Class,
Vice Pres.
FITHIAN S. FARIES
Maysville
Geography, Geology
Future Teachers; Kyma;
World's Affairs, Pres.; Senior
Class, Treas.
LOUISE PARSONS
Louisville
Home Economics
Science
Home Economics Club; Lit-
tle Theatre Club; Kyma Club;
Milestone Staff; Social Com-
mittee, Chairman.
PAUL ROBINSON
Walton
Chemistry, Biology,
Mathematics
Science Club; Caduceus
Club.
HIEATT NESBITT
Frankfort
Home Economics
ROY F. FLOYD
Richmond
Commerce
Future Teachers; Sigma Tau
Pi; Men's Glee Club; Y. M.
C. A.
ANN ALLEN
Prestonsburg
Physical Education
Biology
LOUISE GARLAND
Somerset
Pres. Baptist Student Union;
Kappa Delta Pi; Y. W. C A
Pulaski County Club.
NETTIE MclNTOSH
Major
Z. S. DICKERSON, Jr.
Prestonsburg
Y. M. C. A., Cabinet; Stu-
dent Relationship Council;
Business Manager Eastern Pro-
gress, '40-'41 ; Milestone Staff,
'40-'41
; Eastern Order of Mili-
tary Merit; Phalanx, Comman-
der; Sigma Tau Pi, '41 -'42;
Big Sandy Club. Pres., '38-'41 ;
Kyma, Treas.; Eastern Progress,
Business Manager, '40-'41.
SENIORS
DAVID E. MINESINCER
Sebring, Ohio
Mathematics, Physics
Kappa Delta Pi, Vice Pres.
;
Mathematics Club, Pres.; Pha-
lanx, Warden Historian; Who's
Who; Men's Glee Club; Eastern
Order of Military Merit; Mile-
stone, Business Mgr. ; Progress
Staff.
RACHEL JOHNSTON
Barbourville
History, English
Canterbury Club; Kyn
Club.
WILLIAM L. ANC
McKee
Commerce
VIVIAN WEBER
Ft. Thomas
Elementary Education
Future Teachers of America;
Little Theater Club; Elemen-
tary Council; Madrigal Club,
Sec'y; Kyma Club, Vice Pres.,
Sec'y. ; Women's Residence
Hall, Vice Pres.; Who's Who.
|OHN D. TOLLNER
Augusta
Mathematics, Physics
Band; Phalanx; Men's Glee
Club; Y. M. C. A.; Photo Club;
Mathematics Club; Limestone
Club.
FAY EVA ASBURY
Kenvir
Home Economics
Y. W. C. A.; Art Club;
Home Economics, Treas. and
Sec'y; Florence Nightingale
Club, Pres.; Harlan Countv
Club, Vice Pres.; Upper Cum-
berland Club, Treas.
CALFEE COLSON
Somerset
Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club,
C. A.
CHRISTINE MUNCY
Richmond
Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi.
DENVER SAMS
Bimble
Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club. Pres.;
Baptist Student Union Council;
Upper Cumberland Club; Y. M.
C. A.
MABEL WALKER JENNINGS
Richmond
Elementary Education
Future Teachers of America;
Band; Junior Class, Treas.
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HAROLD j. WINBURN
Richmond
Industrial Arts
Band; Industrial Arts Club;
Phalanx; Milestone Staff; East-
ern Order of Military Merit.
MILDRED CORTNEY
Harrodsburg
Home Economics
Kappa Delta Pi; Home Eco-
nomics Club; Alpha Zeta Kap-
pa; Future Teachers of Amer-
ica; Progress Staff; Kyma Club,
Sec; W. H. R. 0., Treas.; Y.
W. C. A., Pres.; Kyma Club,
Treas.
RENA E. OLDFIELD
Newport
Elementary Education
World Affairs Club; Sec,
Progress Staff; Y. W. C. A.
Northern Kentucky Club; Ele-
mentary Council.
BENJAMIN W. LYKINS
Edna
Science
LELA PICKLESIMER
Seco
Home Economics
ANNA L. HISLE
Winchester
Home Economics
Science
Elementary Education
Home Economics Club; Y.
W. C. A.
UBERTO PRICE
Beechville
Education
Social Science
World Affairs Club.
FLORENCE MARIE HALL
Lebanon
History and English
Y. W. C. A.; Baptist Student
Union Council; Canterbury
Club; World Affairs Club.
BERTHA WYNN
Berea
Elementary Education
English and History
WILLIAM STOCKER
Richmond
Agriculture, Chemistry
Science Club; Pistol Team;
Phalanx; Eastern Order of Mili-
tary Merit; Who's Who; East-
ern Progress, Business Mana-
ger; Y. M. C. A.; Vice Pres.
SEN O R S
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GEORGIA CILLY
Harlan
JEAN COOPER
Monticello
VERA MAYBURY
Newport
English, History
Freshman Class, Treas. ; Y.
W. C. A., Treas.; Belles Let-
tres, Editor; Future Teachers,
Treas.; Women's Hall Resi-
dence Organization, Vice Pres.
;
Kappa Delta Pi; Canterbury
Club; L. T. C; Glee Club;
Who's Who.
MARY NAPIER
Green Hall
Elementary Education
Home Economics
EULA B. BARBE
Hebron
Home Economics
Science
Home Economics Club.
EVELYN |EAN PHILLIPS
Corb.n
WILMA ALLEN
Corbin
Elementary Education
English
Elementary Council; Upper
Cumberland Club; Corbin
Club; Kyma Club.
IDA M. WILSON
Custon
Elementary Education
Y. W. C. A.; Florence Night-
ingale Club; Baptist Student
Union; Elementary Council.
DOROTHY PRYSE TINCHER
Beattyville
Elementary Education
EVELYN VAUGHT
Somerset
Elementary Education
Folk-lore Club; Y. W. C. A.
4
NINA SPARKS ANDERSON
McKee
Home Economics
ERNESTINE JONES
Dreyfus
Music, History
Band; Madrigal Club; Wo-
men's Residence Hall Organi-
zation; Y. W. C. A.
ANN LONG
Lancaster
Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
BELLE CISH HUNDEMER
Seco
Home Economics
PEGGY WILDER
Harlan
Elementary Education
|EAN PORTER
Covington
History, English
Kappa Delta Pi, Pres ; Fu-
ture Teachers of America, Sec,
Who's Who; Kyma Club; Can-
terbury Club.
MAUREEN WINKLER
Waco
Elementary Educatior
MARY PURDY
Falmouth
SHIRLEY KIMBALL
Saluda, North Carolina
Home Economics
Science
Home Economics Club; V
W. C. A.; Out of State Club.
HENRIETTA BAKER
Anchorage
Elementary Education
Art
SENIORS
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GRACE SPARKS CLEMENS
Waneta
CHARLES SCHUSTER
Chicago, III.
Industrial Arts
Physical Education
Physical Ed. Club; "E" Club;
Catholic Club; Football, '39,
'40, '41
; Basketball, '39, '40,
'41; Baseball, '39, '40, '41;
Track.
JUNE TRAYLOR
Rice Station
Commerce
HAROLD HOBERT MILLS
Pineville
Social Science
Geography
World Affairs Club; Upper
Cumberland Club, Pres. ; Swim-
ming Team '39, '40, '42; Ten-
nis, '39, '40, '42.
RACHEL SMITH
Williamsburg
HEARL RICHARDSON
Stab
Mathematics, History
Mathematics Club, Pulaski
County Club.
LOIS PRECIA MORGAN
Berea
FRED ALLEN MARTIN
Garrett
MARY BATES WALKER
Richmond
HOMER LEE OSBORNE
Walton
Physical Education
Biology and History
Physical Ed. Club; Northerr
Kentucky Club; Basketball
'39, '40, '41, '42.
4
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DERVERT OWENS
Hueysville
JEAN LUCAS
Dry Ridge
Home Economics
MAE LEMASTER
Win
Elementary Education
VIVIAN F. DICKEN
California
Elementary Education
Future Teachers of America;
Y. W. C. A.; World Affairs
Club; Florence Nightingale
Club, Pres. ; Elementary Coun-
cil. Vice Pres.
FRANK FLANAGAN
Richmond
History, English
"E" Club; Editor of Mile-
stone; Freshman Class Pres.;
Catholic Club, Pres.; Junior
Class Vice Pres.; World Af-
fairs Club, Vice Pres.; Foot-
ball, '39, '42; Basketball, '39.
REQUA JANE KINCER
Mayking
Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
MARY MICHAEL
ANNA R. REAMS
Langnau
English, History
JAMES EDWARD WALTERS
Balkan
Music, History
Orchestra; Y. M. C. A.; Up-
per Cumberland Club, Pres.;
Band, Pres.
MARTHA ILENE SMITH
High Splint
Elementary Education
Harlan County Club; Rojon-
ix Club, Pres.
SENIORS
HENRY DAVIDSON FITZ-
PATRICK, Jr.
Prestonsburg
Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi.
MARY E. CRATZER
Louisville
Health, Physical Edu-
cation, Biology
Senior Class Sec; Catholic
Club, Sec, Treas.; Physical
Education Club; Kyma Club.
CHARLOTTE OWENS
Raven
Mathematics
EDITH NAPIER
Hazard
HAZEL MARIE TATE
Hindman
Elementary Education ,
Y. W. C. A.; Little Theater
Club; World Affairs Club;
Elementary Council; W. H.
R. 0.
CHRISTINE CHESTNUT
London
Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi; Baptist Stu-
dent Union, Pres.
LAWRENCE GILLIAM
Cumberland
Chemistry, Science
Science Club, Pres.; Cadu-
ceus Club, Pres.; Harlan Coun-
ty Club, Pres.
JACK SPRATT
Covington
Biology, Music
Future Teachers of Amer-
ica; Orchestra; Band; Northern
Ky. Club; Photo Club, Treas.;
Men's Glee Club, Vice Pres.;
Y. M. C. A., Vice Pres.
MARY ONEY
Carrollton
Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Vice
Pres.; Kappa Delta Pi; Future
Teachers of America.
9 2
Taking a .Dill Snratt? •fat-sh that Sparking
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OFFICERS
ALICE KINZER
President
JUNIORS
ANN ALLEN
Secretary
D. T. FERRELL, JR.
Treasurer
DR. EMERSON D.
JENKINS
Sponsor
J
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EDWIN HOWARD IONA ABNER EVELYN REESE KATHERINE WILLIAM
Wallins Shoal Louisville Moffatt's Creek, Va.
VIRGINIA HELD DONALD SCOTT ZONA DANIEL FLORENCE HICKEY
Dayton Portsmouth, Ohio Paintsville Winchester
CHRISTINE McCUIRE IRENE HILL WILLIAM BLACKERBY ANNA LANCSON
Grassy Creek Grove Pendleton Annville
ALICE BISHOP OLIVE MORGAN IVA LEE JOHNSON PAUL FREY
Taft Raceland Richmond Georgetown, Ohio
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MABEL CONLEY ROY DAWN MARGARET LONG HOBERT CAMPBELL MABEL MIRACLE
Prestonsburg Covington Richmond Ary Loyall
HELEN LEWALLEN THELMA BISHOP GUY HATFIELD RUTH HARRISON ANN ESTILL
Harlan Taft Ravenna Maysville Frankfort
MALTA BENCE JOSEPHINE BROWN HOBART HANSARD MARY CARNAHAN NINA WAGGENER
Berea Sinai Chevrolet Manchester Columbia
PETT LEMON
Pikeville
RUEY WRAY
BLACKBURN
ELAINE De|ARNETTE
Richmond
BOB DUVALL
Frankfort
HELEN DURRETT
Danville
4
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CLARENCE
Waneta
CLEMENS JACQUELINE
YAVECCHIA
Waterbury, Conn.
RUTH BERYL
ANDERSON
Ezel
HELEN M. BALL
Ages
LORRAINE
MclNTOSH
West Irv
EUNA
ne
D. THOMAS FERRELL
Richmond
ANNA LOUISE HORN
Wall.ns Creek
KATHERYN SALLEE
Gee
ANNA LEE BOYD ALICE KINZER WALTER KLEINSTEU-
BER
Jeffersontown
ANNE EARL CHRISTIE
Minerva Richmond Lexington
MARGIE V.
Newport
CRITES BURNACE EDNA
ABRAMS
Cloverbottom
ROBERTA B.
STEVENSON
Corbin
ROBERT CONRAD
Williamstown
rr>
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JOHN GARTH MARY NICHOLS HELEN CAIN IDA MAE ELLISTON BUELL MILLS
University City, Mo, Beechville Faubush Covington Pineville
MARY MATT TAYLOR LATITIA YARBERRY WILLIAM BUERGER MAE CARSON LEILA CAMPBELL
Stanford Breeding Newport Williamsburg Williamsburg
CAYLE McCONNELL ROSA FIECHTER VIVIAN VICKERY ANNA GREEN ESTES JOE ALLISON
Forks of Elkhorn Pittsburg Bethesda Vaughn's Mill Columbia
HADEN COMBS JANE TIMBERLAKE CLAUDE WILLIAMS LULA MAE ROGERS MADGE CRAIC
Ricetown London Twila Irvine Rockhold
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JOSEPH OWEN KATHLEEN KOGER DAN DOUGHERTY ALINE DOLAN
Richmond Parmleysville Richmond
CRETHEL AMYX WALTER HEUCKE SOPHIA IOHNSON BER RASNICK
Tyner Louisville Irvine Barbourville
JOHN CONNER MARY SHEARER LYNDON CONLEY MARY DEE BRAFFORD
Brooksville Susie Jeff Corbin
MARY B. DEUEL GENE CLARK FARLEY VELMA GACBARD TED BENEDETT
Middlesboro Harlan Sand Gap Wheeling, W. Va.
DORA IOHNSON BOBBY WEST CARL j. RISCH ELSIE MORCOM MARY BOARD
demons Irvine McKee Louisville Lawrenceburg
DON A. HARRISON JESSIE M. TYE JOSEPHINE HURST JEAN HURST ROY BEZOLD
Newport Jellico, Tennessee Pmeville Pmeville Newport
MARIE ARNETT
Cutuno
RUTH CROWE
Stanton
LUCILLE HURT
Bulan
VIRGINIA
WICCLESWORTH
Cynthiana
MARY L. LUCY
Hebron
RODNEY WHITAKER MARY ]0 LEEDS HELEN COLVIN NATALIE MURRAY RUSSELL SHADOAN
Cumberland Richmond Elizabethtown, Tenn. Covington Burgin
1
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MARGARET SMILEY
Richmond
CHRISTINA PROFITT
Leeco
MARY MOORE
OLDHAM
Richmond
ROBERT HART
Seco
VIRGINIA BOWLES VIRGINIA GILBERT GLADYS YEARY FRANCES RANDALL
Cropper Booneville Harlan Somerset
SALENA HADDIX AREVIA WEDDLE JOHN CAMPBELL FRANCES M. ELKIN
Richmond Faubush Mousie Winchester
ROBERT DILS MARY ACNES KISTER R. L. STEVENSON KATHRYN DAVID'
Dayton, Ohio Richmond Charleston, W. Va. Shawhan
RACHEL SAMS
Irvine
CLAUDE RAWLINS
Ft. Thomas
MILDRED WATSON
Liggett
HARRY LUCAS
Beattyville
MARY CATHERINE
HEATH
Frankfort
CHARLES DORNA PAULINE STONE JAMES MOREHEAD EMMA PERKINS DAVE LUMSDEN
Dayton, Ohio Carlisle Portsmouth Corbin Covington
VIVIAN MORGAN KENNETH )ACKSON CEORCIE PETTY JOE BILL SIPHERS MARGARET STRONG
Newport Louisville Ashland Benham Richmond
ARNETT MANN ETHEL IRENE TACKETT EUGENE RALL DALNA HAYS ERNEST CRIDER
Paintsville Jenkins Beattyville Bath Liggett
1
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CHRISTINE MORAN BILLY CRICCS CLARA ROSE RICCS WILLIAM TAYLOR
Auxier Richmond Russell Richmond
THOMAS B. WILSON VIVIAN M. KAMINSKI EARL STAFFORD MARY RICHARDS
Paris Pikeville Covington Ashland
ELLEN UMSTADDT ALLAN WICKERSHAM EVELYN PRESTON MICHAEL DOWNING
Elizaville Irvine Gallup Corbin
ROBERT
WORTH INGTON
Dry Ridge
PRUDA WEBB
Mayking
LARRY LEHMAN
Ft. Thomas
ALICE WEDDLE
Ingle
1
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LUCILLE TUMEY MIRIAM KEIFER KENNETH STEELY LOUISE SHEARER ELIZABETH SMITH
Harrodsburg Ashland Corbin Somerset Hindman
FRANCIS HAAS BEULAH CORRELL GLADYS MORRIS VIRGINIA TAYLOR CHARLES WRIGHT
Newport Somerset Buckhom Somerset Praise
MARTHA BLAIR FRIEDA THOMPSON THOMAS DOUGLAS RUTH FRYE LILLAH BECLEY
Spider King's Mountain Hazard Island City Hyden
SYLVIA EASTERLINC HARIETTE REED JANE SPEARS CHRISTINE HERTLEIN
Ezel Harrodsburg Paris Spririgfield
J
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HELEN ASHCRAFT
Williamstown
BILLY MASON
Richmond
LUISE YATES
Bradsfordville
DONALD JOHNS
Dayton
CHARLOTTE
SCHNIEDER
Ft. Thomas
ROBERT WITT EVELYN BOWERSOCK PAUL HOUNCHELL MARY HEDGES CHARLENA KITTS
West Irvine Sutton Oneida Ft. Mitchell Yancey
MILDRED VIRGIN EDGAR ADAMS MINERVA OWENS ARNOLD WILLIAMS JEWELL APPLECATE
Ashland Richmond Pippapass Dingus Tollesboro
CAROLYN MILLER IDA HAMBY
Boone, N. C. Catliff
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OFFICERS
*£ ^
JACK LOPER
President
SOPHOMORES
JAMES TODD
Vice-President
LaMONNE MILLER
Secretary
ANN CATELY
Treasurer
P. M. CRISE
Class Sponsor
BILLY BRASHEAR
Irvine
MARCINIA
STEVENSON
Corbin
ROSE KATHERINE
COLLINS
Richmond
LUCY MAY CRIGCS
Union City
RUTH ROGERS
Irvine
PAUL ADAMS
Independence
WILMA CECIL REED BABB ELIZABETH SKINNER KATHERINE COMBS GEORGE LITTLE VELMA ADAMS
Hazel Creen Lorain, Ohio College Hill Oneida Paint Lick Eubank
ANE BERRY BURRELL HOWARD PAULINE COMER LaVERNE HOLCOMB |AMES PURDON DOLLY BROCK
Cynthiana Wallins Creek Falmouth Nicholasville Maysville Louellen
WAYNE CLIFFORD
Bedford
IRENE FIKE
Waco
HELEN FLOYD
Richmond
WATHALYNE
FAIRCHILD
Mt. Vernon
MARCILLE CECIL
Hazel Green
WARREN
HUENEFELD
Ft. Thomas
SOPHOMORES
no
BESSIE BURRIS
Paris
MILDRED SIEKMAN
Burlington
RUDOLPH COLLINS
Eminence
ANNABELLE COSNEY
Alexandria
RUTH CHARLES
Augusta
GENEVA BROWN
Sharpsburg
BERNA ROSE
FERGUSON
Mt. Vernon
TODD HINKLE
Sharpsburg
TALITHA BERLEPP
Stanford
MARTHA LONG
Russellville
BOB GOOSENS
Barbourville
BETTY POER
Covington
GLADYS BOGCS
Flint
PAULINE FIELDS
Busy
RUSSELL BRIDGES
Somerset
MARY MOORE
Paint Lick
DOROTHY FOLEY
Moberly
BERNICE CREECH
Richmond
WILMA CHESTNUT
Brock
ANN SCOTT MAHER KENT MOSELY
Washington Millersburg
MABEL CRISWELL ELIZABETH JANE
Cynthiana CARRIER
Richmond
MADELINE CORMAN LUCILLE WILSON
Covington Richmond
1
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ELIHU CARROLL BETTY HERR LAWRENCE CARLSON JOHN ADAMS SARA BARKER TOM SAWYER
Drip Rock Bedford Jamestown, N. Y. Lickburg Richmond Newport
JANE CAMPBELL JAMES CHENAULT LOUISE CATLETT LaMONNE MILLER EDSEL MOUNTZ LOIS WALKER
Middlesboro Richmond Lawrenceburg La Grange Clay City Richmond
FRANCES CANTRELL JAMES FREEMAN
Dayton Honeybee
FLORENCE CROOKE MABEL CRINSTEAD RUDOLPH BURDETTE KATHLEEN PEACE
Meridian, Miss. Jellico, Tenn. Renfro Valley Corbin
EDDIE WEBER ELOISE AMMERMAN RALPH HADDIX ANNA L. JAMES ROBERT GRANT MARIE COX
Ft. Thomas Shawhan Richmond Inez Burlington Richmond
SOPHOMORES
LARRY KEES HAZEL HOLLIDAY JAMES S. LITTLE MAXEY SWINFORD CHRISTINE PRATH
Alexandria Hazard Portsmouth, Ohio Pans Levee
JOYCE SMITH JACK LOPER FRANCES MITCHELL MODENA WALTERS NORMAN DEEB
Richmond Covington Bondville Cumberland Shelbyville
JOE WALTON
Lynch
JANE LITSEY
Springfield
ANDREW MITAKIDFS
Richmond
FAN JONES
North Middleton
MARY ELIZABETH
WILLIAMS
Ashland
EVELYN POPE JIMMY LOCSDON PAULA WELLS MARY RING ROBERT COOPER
Cawood Lothair Grays Branch Maysville Germantown
LOUIS POWERS ONNALEE NEWTON VICTOR COX ANN EARLE EUNICE JACKSON
Brooksville Station Camp Wisemantown Falmouth Benham
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HOWARD BARTLETT MARIE DURHAM
Hazard Richmond
CLAIR ROSE
Jackson
ARLENA TURNER HARRY E. WALLER MARGARET
HAMILTON
Hazard Crittenden
Lancaster
PECCY WARD
Inez
RALPH BURNS
Cinci nnati, Oh
BALLARD YELTON RUTH FAYE MARSEE
Butler Artemus
DOROTHY DUFF ALVA HALE
Hazard Richmond
JESSE INGRAM
Flemingsburg
ANNIE LEDRIDGE
Lyrone
JAMES WAGERS
Richmond
NANCY TOWNSEND ROBERT MOCK
Williba New York. N. Y.
BEATRICE GOINS
Richmond
CLEO McGUIRE
Grayson
VICTOR DeSIMONE BETTY STRACHAN
McRoberts Corbin
IRVIN C. KUEHN
Cincinnati, Ohio
JUANITA MARKHAM THOMAS TABB
Middlesboro Dover
SOPHOMORES
EUNICE SUDDUTH BLAINE CORRELL MARILEE WOOLUM EUGENE HIGHLAND ELIZABETH JOHNSON 9
Stanford Somerset Yancey Richmond Frankfort
JIM CROWE RITA LYNCH J. W. PERRY FRANCES SMITHER BOB TOMBAUGH
Stanton Lancaster Lawrenceburg Frankfort McConnelsville, 0.
4ADA SEXTON JACK NICKOLSON ANNA J. TRIMBLE CASEY NOWAKOWSKI CHRISTINE KRUEGER
Harrodsburg Dayton West VanLear Chicago, III. Mt. Vernon
PAUL KLEFFNER OLLIE WILSON BILL DORNA VIRGINIA CURRY FOSTER B. HAMBLIN
Portsmouth, Ohio Richmond Dayton Richmond Hazard
2
BETSY A. SMITH JERRY KEUPER DOROTHY McNEES ROBERT D. EARLS EDNA E. BROADDUS
Shelbyville Ft. Thomas Cynthiana Williamstown Richmond
FOX DeMOISEY EDWINA WINCHESTER ROBERT BUSH DALE ROBERTS GEORGE NORMAN
Walton Stearns Waco Pineville Wheeling, W. Va.
ESTHER BAKER WILLARD KELLY HAZEL TODD GAIL ROBERTS RUTH PLAGA
Hazard Harlan Berea Clouster, Ohio Newport
IARY ELLEN WILEY HORACE SARGENT ELIZABETH COX LLOYD HUDNALL OLIVE LITTLETON JACK HOLT
Hazard Newport Richmond Carlisle Grayson Louisville
M TODD OPAL STEWART MAURICE HURD LAURA HAYES RAY McDANIEL MARCARET SMITH
Richmond Corbin Lynch Lackey Uline Leeco
SOPHOMORES
LORAINE STEVENS
West Irvine
VIRGIL TUDOR
Richmond
DOROTHY HATLER
Hazard
CLEN WOLFINBARCER RAYMA DEAN INMAN MALCOLM EADS
ACNES PARKER
Frankfort
BEN SANDERS
Richmond
LOUISE COX
Richmond
Whitley City
WILLIAM KINSELLA
Newport
SYLVIA WATSON
Washington
JOE PORTER
Falmouth
Cold Springs
MURIEL MADDOX
Maysville
KENNETH SMITH
Richmond
ALVIS DUNAWAY
King's Mountain
NOEL K. WALL
Kings Mountain
MARILYN
TRAUTWEIN
Ft. Thomas
BEN WILMOT
Richmond
IRMA GARRETT
Richmond
JAMES O'DONNELL
Richmond
MARGARET MAY
Salyersville
GEORGE INNINGS
Straight Creek
REBECCA PRATER
Lackey
ROBERT BAKER
Crab Orchard
KATHRYN JASPER
Somerset
1
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JACKIE STURCILL THOMAS LOWE MARGARET POLLEY JACK TALBOTT
Berea Whitepeat Cynthiana Dayton, Ohio
STANLEY TODD ROBERTA GARLAND STEWARD WEST HELEN DOWNE"
Richmond Somerset Paintlick Moreland
BETTY F. MASTERS HARRY TATE
Irvine Monticello
wls&JBA sfifc /
|ACK WALKER
Corbin
PAULINE JORDAN
Salvisa
MARIE JASPER JOHN L. WILLIAMS BONNIE ALEXANDER ROBERT BURCH
Somerset Newport South Irvine Richmond
MELVINE J. SMITH ALLENE AZBILL
Berea Richmond
MARY MARIE DUNN JEAN SMITH
Richmond Owenton
KATHRYN BURNAM
Richmond
SOPHOMORES
PAUL WEBB CAROLYN WINKLER ANN CATELY
Burning Springs Boone, N. C. Ft. Thomas
GILBERT WILSON
Paint Lick
ELIZABETH JONES ETHEL SLADE JEWELL TROSPER SHARLEEN WATKINS
Waco Covington Corbin Liberty
1
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Clau^ette B-andes ^ho'vfi <*oolin Philoscrahizin'
FRESHMEN
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OFFICERS
ROY GILL I CAN
President
JOHN ROGERS
Vice-President
MAYME F. CORNELIUS
Secretary -Treasurer
DR. ALLEN
Sponsor
1 9
CEORCIA BROCK
Corbin
BETTY KEENE LILLARD
Warsaw
HELEN OSBORNE
Russell
ELWOOD LUCAS
Beattyville
GLENN GARRETT
Corbin
HELEN MITCHELL
Harrodsburg
ELIZABETH THORPE
Richmond
WILLENA CAMPBELL
Shelbyville
LIONEL KING BERNICE EPPERSON WACO WALTERS EVELYN COFFMAN
Paris Flat Lick Cumberland Verona
HELEN DeCAMP CLYDE GREENWOOD ALICE KOPENHOEFER DORMAN COBB
Bellevue Milton Somerset New Liberty
MARIE HEATON ROSALYN BAY DOROTHY DEARINCER DAVID FREY
Middlesboro Bradford Richmond Georgetown, Ohio
EUCENE KARR MARY E. BRUMMETT GRACE C. MEADE CEORCIA LEE DAVIS
Corbin Danville Ashland Calvin
FRESH
4 2
DORIS MARCUM PAULINE MULLINS EDNA YORK GERALD BECKER
Salyersville Withers Ft. Thomas Louisville
FRANK FOREMAN CARNETT McQUEEN VIRGINIA EUBANK IACKIE ORR
Hazard Bond Covington Ashland
MARY EVANS
Middlesboro
HARRY ANDERSON
Stanford
MARGIE LITTLE
Southgate
DOROTHY MOORE
Shelbyville
EDNA BYRON
Owingsville
CLEORA DONAVAN
Mt. Olivet
NATHAN MOBERLY
Richmond
MARGARET JONES
Sardia
LILA GADBERRY
Lancaster
MARIE DENTON
Somerset
OVALENE FOLEY
Russell Springs
LAWRENCE BECKER
Louisville
BILLY BRADLEY
Stamping Ground
NAOMI DODSON
Somerset
KATHERINE KELLY
Berea
LUCILLE HAMPTON
Harlan
MEN
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IARY A. BISHOP
Covington
MACK CHILDERS
McRoberts
3ILLIE LAYMAN
Pineville, W. Va.
DEAN STIVERS
North Pleasureville
SARA E. DEATHERACE
Richmond
|ANET FORTNER
Ravenna
TRUMAN CONCLETON
Beattyville
MARY BAKER
Hazard
|EAN ANTHONY
Frankfort
RUTH COX
Raceland
EDNA B. BAKER
Mt. Sterling
ROBERT LEE CONCLETON
Barbourville
HAROLD DIXON
Paintsville
SELENIA BONETA
Richmond
NANCY ANN BEATY
Ft. Mitchell
BETTY CARMAN
Russell
WORLAIDEN GILLIS
Sinai
|OHN WALTER CONCLETON |ANE DAVIS
Richmond Columbia
ANDORA BROWN
Harrodsburg
IUANITA CLINKENBEARD LOIS FARMER
Covington Paris
DONALD COLVIN
Cermantown
GLADYS COMBS
Richmond
FRESH
4 2
SYLVIA STANLEY
Tram
JIM STOMS
Ft. Thomas
NANCY SNOW
Richmond
VIRGINIA OLDS
Union City
NANCY RILEY
Chicago, III.
MARCIELLE McCROSKEY
Leeco
BEN LEAVELL
Stanford
CARL SCOTT
Portsmouth, Ohio
CHARLES TYLER CORDELIA TAYLOR NANCY JONES )EAN COOK
Winchester Richmond LaGrange Lejunior
ELIZABETH MOWAT LEONA PRICE MARJORIE HUDDLESTON WILLIAM WERT
Benham Ashland Portsmouth, Ohio Cincinnati, Ohio
CHARLOTTE ACKERS JIM RUSCHELL JULIA HAWES MARY BEGLEY
Lancaster Silver Grove Ft. Thomas Beattyville
LENORE ROSS HELEN SPENCE EARL LESLIE NEVA COOPER
Portsmouth, Ohio Berea Estill Hazard
MEN
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1 9
DAN KEENE CATHERINE WRIGHT MAE PROFFITT ETTA GARNER
Dryhill Georgetown Loyall Crab Orchard
CHRYSTEEN LATHAN FONSO LEWIS CHARLES ROSS LOUISE NEELEY
Ocala Bright Shade Raceland Louellen
r
Ji«gii4^
^ ihlttfc
|EAN TODD
Frankfort
CRANDALL MILES
Cromona
dorothy Mcknight
Crystal
MAE NOLAN
Incline
ANITA O'HEARN
Stanford
MARY LOU SNYDER
Ashland
ROBERT McHENRY
Newport
LOUISE COSBY
Richmond
HART HATCHETT
Henderson
OLLIE THACKER
Pryse
PHYLLIS IONES
Melvin
WILDA SMITH
Butler
LOIS PROCTOR
Simpsonville
TURNER HINKLE
Sharpsburg
JACK MILLS
Freeburn
BETTY PARK
Richmond
FRESH
4 2
MARIE LOUISE McCOWN EVELYN HUNT LENA HUNT INEZ ROGERS
Versailles Louisville Prestonsburg Richmond
JAMES HUTSON HOBART KEATING NEAL BOYD HENRY STARKEY
Coal good ' Corbin Trinity Richmond
EMMETT HOLBROOK IOSEPH BALIONIS JOHN WALTON RICHARD CURRY
Dry Ridge Homestead, Pa. Mumfordsville Delbartan, W. Va.
NORMA BULLOCK DOROTHY CABBARD PAT HELTON MARGARET WAITES
Valley Oak Richmond Loya 1
1
Cynthiana
LOIS BURCH SARA DAN WALKER MARGARET ANN HOLLYFIELD ELOISE DeJARNETTE
Richmond Richmond Middlesboro Richmond
THOMAS A. WEBB WATHAN BRYANT FRANK S. DALZELL CHARLES BERNARD
Paint Lick Lee City Paris Hazard
MEN
1 9
LeFAUN MAGCARD CHRISTINE |ACKSON ESTA MULLIKAN MARCIA JONES
Ashland Benham Vanceburg LaCrange
FRANK (ONES WILLIAM AIKEN (AMES C. CRICCER GEORGE SOIKA
Portsmouth, 0. Louellen Three Point Chicago, III.
GERALD ARNOLD PHILLIP COREY LOWELL VICE ALFRED WILSON, JR.
Butler Rahway, N. J, Paris Loyall
EMILY MAYFIELD JEANNE RUARK MARTHA DAVIS MAE ELIZABETH NEWLAND
Taylorsville Vanceburg Stanford Richmond
JEAN HOWARD NEVA KATHLEEN HOUSE DORIS MARIE NESBITT ANNA STEELE
Pineville Nlcholasville Frankfort Raceland
DUDLEY WHITAKER LEWIS KILGUS CHESTER McHARGUE PAUL CAMPBELL
Blackey Maysville Irvine Booneville
FRESH
4 2
MARY GRAHAM SHIRLEY LEHMAN VIRGINIA PARKS ELLEN HUDSON
Ft. Thomas Dayton, Ohio Corbin Le Junior
ROBERT RYLE JOHN ROGERS DON SCHAFER BURKITT STEPHENSON
Covington Covington Montgomery, Ohio Danville
JAMES EARL MENIFEE DON GROLLIG JOHN SHACKLETTE JAMES GREGORY
Berea Bellevue Louisville Richmond
ALLIE B. SMITH LOIS TERRELL GRACE WAITE ALENE LITTLETON
Lawrenceburg Rockhold Silver Grove Grayson
ELSIE HOLTZCLAW PAT CRIFFITT VASHTI McHARCUE NINA HURLEY
Stanford Nicholasville Irvine Richmond
HERMAN SMITH BERNARD McKEEHAN BETHEL McCRARY WILLIAM BENEDETT
Creekville Barbourville Bridgeport, Ala. Wheeling, W. Va.
MEN
1 9
|OHN WHISMAN
Clay City
IOYCE CATLIFF
Loya 1
1
JUNE JONES
Dione
JUANITA HICKS
Maysville
JUSTINA SMITH
Butler
DOROTHY GARRISON
Manchester
MABEL JONES
McVeigh
MARK LOHR
Logan, Ohio
GENEVA WASSON EYOIS TUCKER ESTER FUCITO LEON MOORE
Paris West Somerset Cincinnati, Ohio Bybee
HAROLD FLICK LENORA WHITE LOIS WARD VIRGINIA CRABTREE
Grant Hazard Beattyville Morehead
MARGARET JESSE BILL SCHULTE DELRHEA STANLEY CONNIE TRUSTY
Pineville Bellevue Freeburn Jackson
MILDRED STAMPER LILLIAN SAMS BILL CORNELL FRIEDA CORNELIUS
Waynesburg Irvine S. Ft. Mitchell Beattyville
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FRESH
4 2
LEONA PENNINGTON ARDENA TACKETT JAMES LANE JEAN AUSMUS
Access Jenkins Conneaut, Ohio Middlesboro
CARL TUFTS KENNETH BRADY PHILIP WRIGHT JOHN COWDEN
Prestonsburg Portsmouth, Ohio Georgetown Loyall
ROBERT GREENE
Mt. Sterling
LOUISE WHITE
Phelps
GLADYS NANTZ
Helton
MARJORIE BELL
Corinth
ELIZABETH LEE MULLIKIN ALICE GRINNELL
Vanceburg Paris
VELMA JEAN MULLINS
Eubanks
MARGARET VAUGHN
Greensburg
LUIS BONETA
Richmond
WALLACE SMITH
Corbin
EDWARD WALKER
Richmond
ROBERT SIPHERS
Benham
MEN
1 9
BETTY DelARNETTE
Lexington
GEORGE THOMAS GRIGGS
Valley View
CLEMENT BEZOLD
Bellevue
LILLARD LUTTRELL
Knoxville, Tenn.
VIRGIL GINTER
College Hill
DORIS DOTSON
Williamson, W. Va.
JOHN PASSMORE TILDEN FRIEND BETTY PARK
Whitesburg Prestonsburg Richmond
ELIZA HAMILTON JOE HAYS MAX REED
Frew Irvine Bolivar, Ohio
DELMAS FREEMAN CAROLINE WILLIS ELMER GRAHAM
Louellen Loyall Covington
CODY WHITE THELMA THOMPSON ANDREW ROBERTS
Pikeville Sadieville Glouster, Ohio
FRESH
132
4 2
ANNA M. BRADSHAW KENNETH PATRICK
Salyersville
3ILL WAYMAN
Bellevue
RUSSELL WEINCARTNER CLARENCE BENEDICT
Newport Newport
RUTH KALB
Brooksville
FRED JOHNSON THOMAS MOBERLY THELMA RICE
Buckhorn Mt. Sterling Bond
BETTY LOU MAYNARD HAROLD SANDIDCE EARL GIBSON
Pikeville Clarence Portsmouth, Ohio
LEON LITTRELL PHYLLIS RUTHERFORD CHARLES ACKMAN
Winchester Richmond DeMossville
RUSSELL DEAN ESTHER EVANS WILLANA NEALE
Berea Berea Luretha
MEN
DOYLE BELL
Corinth
MARY WALTON
Maysville
MARJORIE KELLY
Evarts
*
ROY CILLICAN
Dayton
VALDA MURPHY
Ezel
MARY YATES
Burlington
BETTY HOGG
Mayking
RHODA WITT
Irvine
MILDRED CLARK
Danville
PAULINE PARKS
Corbin
VERNER LEE WALTON
Crittenden
WILLARD GRIZZELL
Sciotoville, 0.
ALLIE LACKEY
Richmond
DONALD MONTFORT
Campbellburg
I
*
FRESHMEN
ADMINISTRATION
A D M I N I S
PRESIDENT W. F. O'DONNELL
Mr. W. F. O'Donnell's first year as president of Eastern has proven highly
successful. His understanding and friendly attitude has made him a friend
of every student.
MISS KATHERINE MORGAN
Secretary to President
T R A T I O N
DEAN W. C. JONES
As another Milestone of
Eastern passes, Dr. Jones con-
tinues to serve her and the
students faithfully and well.
MISS MAYE M. WALTZ
Secretary to Dean
M. E. MADDOX
Registrar
MAE FAWBUSH CAROLYN BROCK
ADMINIS
DR. CHARLES A. KIETH
Dean of Men
MRS. EMMA Y. CASE
Dean of Women
MISS EUNICE WINCO
Sullivan House Mother
GRACE CHAMPION
Ass't. to Dean
NANCY LOHN
Ass't. to Dean
TRATION
j& ^CSfij.
MRS. CAY B. FOX
V'*** %£*
\d\
s't. to Business Agent 1 i *Mfik.
"'
4
E. P. McCONNELL
Bookkeeper
C. M. BROCK
Business Agent
JANE MILLS
Cashier
ADMINIS
STAFF
SAM BECKLEY
Ass't. Director of Extension
EDNA WHITE
Nurse
EDITH MclLVAINE
Supervisor of Cafeteria
W. A. AULT
Superintendent of Grounds
LOISCOLLEY VIRGINIA CARLSON
Assistant to Alumni Secretary Stenographer Dean's Office
HELEN PERRY LOUISE BROADDUS
Secretary Personnel Office Stenographer Business Office
PARK SMITH NORRINE WASSON MRS. BESS GRIGGS
Ass't. to Supervisor Cafeteria Ass't. Supervisor of Cafeteria Information Clerk
TRATION
KEEN JOHNSON
B
O
A
R
D
F
R
E
G
E
N
T
S
GLENN 0. SWING
KERNEY ADAMS
A.B., A.M.
Associate Professor of History
JACK ALLEN
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of History
MRS. MARY BARNHILL
A.B., M.A., LL.B.
Associate Professor of English
CATHERINE ACNA
B.Mus.
Instructor of Music; Teacher of Piano
ANNIE ALVIS
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Elementary
Education; Supervising Teacher Ele-
mentary Training School.
PEARL BUCHANAN
A.B., M.A.
Associate Professor of English
MARY KING BURRIER
B.S., M.S.
Assistant Professor of Home Econom-
ROY B. CLARK
A.B.. A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of English
VIRGIL BURNS
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of History and
Government
|ANE CAMPBELL
B.Mus., A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of Music
|. DORLAND COATES
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Supervisor of Instruction in High
Schools
NOEL CUFF
B.S., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology
RUTH DIX BARKER
B.S.. M.A.
Associate Professor of Home Eco-
nomics
MEREDITH L. COX
B.S.. M.A.
Professor of Chemistry
N. G. DENISTON
B.M.T., B.S., M.S.
Associate Professor of Industrial Arts
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|. T. D0RRI5
A.B.. A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of History and Government
FRED A. ENCLE
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
JACOB D. FARRIS
A.M.. M.D.
Professor of Health Education
College Physician
RICHARD A. EDWARDS
A.B., A.M.
Professor of Education; Director of
Training School
LAURA KATHERINE EVANS
B.S.
Assistant Professor of Elementary
Education; Rural Demonstration
School.
D. THOMAS FERRELL
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Education
EDITH G. FORD
B.C.S., A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of Commerce
MAUDE GIBSON
Assistant Professor of Art
MARY FLOYD
A.B., M.A., B.S.
Associate Professor of History; Librar-
ALLIE FOWLER
B.S.. M.A.
Assistant Professor of Art
DORD EDWARD FITZ
A.B.
Assistant Professor of Art
ANNA D. GILL
B.C.S., A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Commerce
C. M. GUMBERT
B.S., M.S.
Head of Visual Aid Department
FREDERIC P. GILES
B.Mus., B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Art
P. M. GRISE
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of English
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WILLIAM J. MOORE
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
MARGARET NEALE
A.B., M.A.
Instructor of English; Supervising
Teacher, Model High School
ROME RANKIN
A.B., M.A.
Associate Professor of Physical Edt
cation; Athletic Coach
MRS. |ANET MURBACH
A.B., A.M., Docteur de I'univer
site de Toulouse, France
Professor of French
EARL T. NOBLE
B.S.
First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U. S.
Army; Assistant Professor of Military;
Science and Tactics
WILLIAM C. REEVES
B.S.; Captain, Field Artillery, U. S.
Army
Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
HAROLD RICBY
B.S.
Director of High School Band and
Orchestra
TOM C. SAMUELS
Ph.C, B.S., M.S.
Assistant Athletic Coach; Instructor
of Science; Supervising Teacher, Mo-
del High School
R. R. RICHARDS
A.B., M.B.A,
Assistant Professor of Commerce
DEAN W. RUMBOLD
B.S., Ph.D.
Professor of Biology
ANNA A. SCHNIEB
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Education
THOMAS STONE
Mus.B.
Assistant Professor of Music
BROWN E. TELFORD
B.S.
Assistant Professor of Music; Teacher
of Piano and Organ
BLANCHE SAMS SEEVERS
B.Mus., A.B., M.Mus.
Assistant Professor of Music
VIRGINIA F. STORY
B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Elementary
Education; Supervising Teacher, Ele-
centary Training School
MAY C. HANSEN GERTRUDE M. HOOD CHARLES T. HUGHES
B.S., M.A. A.B., A.M. A.B., M.A.
Associate Professor of Education Assistant Professor of Health and
Physical Education
Assistant Professor of Physical Edu
cation
THOMAS C. HERNDON MAX HENRY HOUTCHENS
B.S., M.A,, Ph.D. B.S., A.M.
Professor of Chemistry Assistant Professor of
Mathematics
Commerce and
ARNIM DEAN HUMMEL CHARLES A. KEITH H. H. LaFUZE
B.S., M.S., Ph.D. B.A., M.A., Ped.D. A.B., M.S., Ph.D.
Professor of Physics Professor of History and Government Assistant Professor of Biology
WILLIAM L. KEENE JOHN ROSS KINZER
B.S., M.A. A.B., B.Mus., M.A , Ph.D.
Associate Professor of English Assistant Professor
Director of Bands
of Philosophy;
0. D. LASCOE MARGARET LINGENFELSER MARY FRANCES McKINNEY
B.S. A.B., M.A. B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts Assistant Professor of Elementary
Education
Associate Professor of Geography
ALFRED LEE LASSITER THOMAS E. McDONOUCH
B.S., M.A. B.S.. M.A.
Supt. of City School Professor of Health ar
cation
d Physical Edu-
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ELIZABETH WILSON
B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Elementary
Education
]OHN R. STARKEY
Colonel, Field Artillery, U. S. Army
Professor of Military Science and
Tactics
MRS. LUCILE WHITEHEAD
B.S., B.S. in Library Science
ISABEL BENNETT
A.B., B.S. in Library Science
EMERSON D. IENKINS
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
SMITH PARK
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
FRANCIS MASON
A.B., A.B. in Library Science
CERMANIA J. WINCO
B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Elementary
Education
RALPH W. WHALIN
B.S., M.Ed.
Associate Professor of Industrial Arts
JAMES E. VAN PEURSEM
A.B., B.Mus., M.A.
Associate Professor of Music
SAMUEL WALKER
A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of History
MRS. JULIAN TYNC
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of Education
amv Will streinhten
you un Paul Strolling
ADVERTISING
"Since 1900"
RICHMOND GREENHOUSE
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Students and Classes Always Welcome
Greenhouses — Salesroom
West Main Street
Richmond, Kentucky
Phone 188 J. P. Reichspfarr, Prop.
Member of Florist Telegraph Delivery Association
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STANIFER'S STUDIO
Main Street Phone 39
Richmond, Kentucky
151
terltng
on ££>ttoer
iWc^augfjep
= on $l)otograpl)S
MADISON -SOUTHERN
NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST CO.
Richmond, Kentucky
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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STATE BANK AND TRUST CO.
Richmond, Kentucky
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Member Federal Reserve Bank
Take Us Along
We sincerely hope that the pleasant association we've known
has been a mutual one . . . and that our organization may con-
tinue its value giving service, no matter where your paths may
lead.
The Penney by-word of value is a national one. And with
nearly sixteen hundred stores in America, you're sure to find
us somewhere in your neighborhood.
You who remain, we thank you for your patronage and the
J. C. Penney Saving Lesson as a part of your daily curriculum.
J. C. PENNEY COMPANY
Incorporated
CAFETERIA AND GRILL — SERVING YOU
STANIFER'S
Featuring . . .
FOR MEN
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
Dobbs Hats
Bostonian Shoes
Arrow Shirts
FOR LADIES
Lazy Bone, Tweedie, and Red Cross
Shoes - Holeproof Hosiery
Main at Second Richmond, Kv.
Compare Our PRICES
Compare Our QUALITY . . .
Figure the SAVINGS ....
then figure in terms of service and
satisfaction just what you save
when you buy here.
CASH DEPARTMENT
STORES
Lerman Brothers
"Known for Better Values"
Richmond's Most Reasonable
Jeweler
237 W. Main St. Phone 59
Richmond, Kentucky
BEGLEY'S DRUG
STORE
Always for Eastern
Main at Second Phone 666-667
MADISON DRUG CO.
Eugene Hager
(Opposite the Court House)
Students are invited to try our
Fountain and Luncheonette
Phone 234 - 231 Richmond. Ki
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
QUALITY MERCHANDISE
AT
ECONOMY PRICES
ELDER FEDERATED
STORE
Shop and Save at Elder's
Richmond, Kentucky
H. M. WHITTINGTON CO.
JEWELERS
"Gifts that Last"
Jewelry and Watch Repairing
Phone 756 North Second St.
Richmond, Kentucky
MADISON LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANING
Special Attention to Parcel Post
Cleaning and Laundry
Phones 352, 353
UNITED DEPARTMENT
STORE
Main Street Richmond, Ky.
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CORNETT
PHARMACY
300 W. Main
Phone 244 - 844
COMPLIMENTS OF
THE RICHMOND
DAILY REGISTER
COLLEGE SERVICE
STATION
Complete Service
BE SURE WITH PURE
PURE OIL PRODUCTS
Lancaster Ave. and Barnes Mill Rd.
GLYDON HOTEL
HEADQUARTERS
Rotary Club, Exchange Club,
Lions Club, Chamber of Commerce
24 hour Postal Telegraph Service
IDEAL
RESTAURANT
Main Street
You are Always Welcome at
STOCKTON
PHARMACY
Lucien Le Lelong, Yardley and
Dubarry Cosmetics
Whitman Candies
Try Our Fountain Service
When in Richmond
PAUL JETT
Invites you to
THE REAL CAMPUS SHOP
Stetson Hats, Florsheim Shoes, Botany Ties,
Manhattan Shirts, and Underwear
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING
Humming Bird Hosiery
also
Rhythm Step Shoes for Ladies
The MAIN Shop on MAIN Street
PERSONAL INDEX
SENIORS
Adams, Dorothy Lucille, Butler, 85
Adams, Roberta Eskeline, Paintsville 83
Allen, Ann, Prestonsburg 88
Allen, Dick Mayo, Prestonsburg 80
Allen, Wilma Gene, Corbin.--- 91
Anderson, Alex, Combs 82
Anderson, Nina S., McKee 92
Anderson, William, McKee 89
Amett, Georgie Mae, Salversville 84
Asbury, Fay Eva, Kenvir 89
Bach, Alma lean, Bellevue 83
Bailey, Lewis, Larose 86
Baker, Henrietta T., Covington 92
Barbe, Eula B., Hebron 91
Berlin, Martha Virginia, Latonia 83
Berry, Mary Katherine, Woodlawn 85
B'Hymer, Edna Louise, Covington 81
Biesack, Susan Rae, Louisville 81
Billmgsley, Mary, Middlesboro 86
Boyd, Leland Royce, Trinity
Brandes, Paul D., Ft. Thomas. 87
Bnnkley, El Wanda Delia, Mark.. 82
Brock, Carolyn F„ Frankfort 138
Brooks, Sara E., Corbin 82
Brown, William Allsop, Covington 83
Broyles, Edith Elizabeth, Plato 84
Cammack, Martha F., Owenton. 85
Carlson, Virginia Mary, Jamestown, N. Y. 86
Carty, Fugate, Pineville 86
Chandler, Dock B„ Brodhead
Chapman, Harlan, Lovely
Cheatham, Blanche, Columbia.. 80
Chestnut, Elizabeth Christine, London.... 95
Clark, Kathleen, Corbin 85
Clemens, Grace Sparks, Waneta 93
Colson, Calfee Guy, Somerset 89
Combs, Louanna Noe, Harlan
Conley, Robert Marvin, Paintsville 81
Cook, Mary Susan, Ocala 86
Cooper, |ean R., Monticello ... 91
Coward, Evelyn Frances, Goldsboro, N. C. 80
Dameron, June, Esco 84
Darling, Fred Edgar, Glouster, 83
Darling, Ralph Odis, Glouster, 65
Dicken, Vivian Fae, California.. 94
Dickerson, Zebrum S., Prestonsburg.. 88
Downing, Ullainee Marie, Covington
Dunavent, Theda Eunice, Harlan 80
Duvall, Braxton, Louisville
Early, Jennie Winston, Williamsburg 81
Faries, Fithian Smith, Maysville.. 88
Farris, James Hibbs, Paducah 86
Fawbush, Mae Elizabeth, Benham 138
Ferrell, D. T., |r., Richmond 100
Fitzpatrick, H. D., Jr., Prestonsburg 95
Flanagan, Frank J., Richmond 94
Floyd, Charles Nelson, Richmond 29
Floyd, Roy Franklin, Richmond 88
Flynn, Henry )., Crittenden 87
Ford, Beulah Katherine, Richmond 85
Frame, Margaret Eileen, Harlan 80
Galbraith, Lana Jeanne, Latonia 80
Garland, Lythelle Louise, Somerset 88
Gilliam, Lawrence, Cumberland 95
Gi II is, Ethus Idella, Sinai. 85
Gilly, Georgia Rebecca, Harlan 91
Gortney, Mildred, Harrodsburg 90
Gratzer, Mary Frances, Louisville 95
Gregory, Mary Elizabeth, Ludlow.. 84
Griffith, Everett, Cincinnati, O 82
Haley, Helen Louise, Cynthiana 86
Hall, Florence Marie, Lebanon 90
Hall, Harold Moore, Milford 80
Hart|e, George Frederick, Covington... 86
Hay, Lawrence Gord, Maysville
Haynes, Charlotte, Covington.. 85
Hervey, Sally B., Paint Lick 81
Hill, Alice Katherine, Woodbine 84
Hisle, Anna Louise, Winchester... 90
Holbrook, Abbott C, Mayking 86
Holbrook, Elizabeth Ann, Owenton 82
Hughes, Ruby Anne, Bellevue
Hughes, Stella Anna, Crystall
Hundemer, Belle Gish, Seco 92
Jennings, Mabel W., Richmond.. 89
Johnson, Anna Lois, Auxier 84
Johnson, Mildred Allen, Irvine 87
Johnston, Rachel, Barbourville 89
Jones, Ernestine Rita, Dreyfus 92
Jones, Jayne, Richmond 80
Jones, Madge Eton, Covington 82
Kelly, Lawrence, Evarts 82
Kimball, Shirley Jane, Saludad, N. C 92
Kincer, Requa Jane, Mayking... 94
Kinzer, Alice Catherine, Richmond 100
Kottmyer, Ruth Inez, Constance 84
Leake, Felonise, Russell 83
Lemaster, Mae, Win 94
Lemon, Doriselwood, Berry 85
Logsdon, Mildred, Paint Lick 85
Long, Anna Evelyn, Lancaster... 92
Lucas, Emogene, Dry Ridge ... 94
Lykins, Benjamin W., Richmond 90
Mcintosh, Nettie, Major 88
McSpadden, Claude W., Harlan 81
Marsee, Heloise Cox, Irvine 84
Martin, Fred Allen, Garrett 93
Mason, Nora K., Covington.. 84
Maybury, Vera June, Newport 91
Metcalf, William, Tyner
Michael, Mary, London 94
Mills, Harold Hobert, Pineville... 93
Minch, Alma Burns, Owenton 87
Mmesinger, David E., Sebring, 89
Morgan, Lois Precia, Berea 93
Mullins, Cuba, Whitesburg. 81
Muncy, Christine, Richmond 89
Myers, Nancy Bourne, Richmond
Napier, Elan Edith, Hazard 95
Napier, Mary Magdalene, Green Hall 91
Nash, George Visscher, Trinity 81
Nelson, Ray W., California 87
Nesbitt, Hieatt, Frankfort 88
Oldfield, Rena Elwanda, Newport 90
Oney, Mary Rebecca, Carrollton 95
Osborne, Homer Lee, Walton 93
Owens, Charlotte, Raven 95
Owens, Devert, Hueysville 94
Parsons, Louise F., Louisville 88
Paynter, Prewitt, Brooksville 83
Pennington, Irene, Ocala 83
Perry, Kenneth Wilbur, Lawrenceburg 29
Petty, W. C, Jr., Ashland 80
Phillips, Evelyn Jean, Corbin 91
Picklesimer, Lela, Seco 90
Porter, Jean, Covington 92
Price, Uberto, Beechville 90
Purdy, Mary Louise, Falmouth 92
Rader, Gordon Charles, Louisville... 83
Reams, Anna Ruth, Langnau 94
Richardson, Arnold O'Rear, Richmond
Richardson, Gly Hearl, Stab 93
Robinson, Paul Alvin, Walton 88
Root, Georgia Ellen, Corbin 85
Rumbold, Dorothy Stebbins, Richmond...
Sams, Denver, Bimble 89
Sams, Sarah Emma, Irvine. 87
Samuels, Frances Mason, Richmond 82
Samuels, Mary Isabelle, Richmond 84
Sandifer, Martha Jane, Ft. Thomas 82
Schuster, Charles Joseph, Chicago, III 93
Sentz, Robert R., Jr., Yancey 83
Shorte, Lillian Rae, Berea
Simmons, Ann Etta, Richmond 87
Smith, Martha llene, High Splint 94
Smith, Muriel Belle, Chicago, III
Smith, Rachel Minnie, Williamsburg 93
Smith, Bert Jackson, Millfield, O
Snyder, Pauline, Corbin 86
Spratt, John Henry, Covington 95
Stayton, Mary Leone, Dayton, 80
Stevenson, Roberta Lou, Charleston,
W. Va 104
Stocker, William, Richmond.. 90
Tate, Hazel Marie, Hindman 95
Taylor, William Earl, Richmond .106
Thomas, Ann Tartlton, Midway 82
Tincher, Dorothy P., Beattyville 91
Tollner, John D., Augusta 89
Traylor, June Moreland, Rice Station 93
Trent, Imogene England, Russell 88
Trivette, Blanche Daryl, Virgie 87
Vanover, Fostenia, Keith 81
Vaught, Mary Elizabeth, Somerset 81
Vaught, Evelyn, Somerset 91
Wagers, Dorothy E., Richmond
Walker, Mary Bates, Richmond 93
Walters, James, Balkan 94
Weber, Vivian Louise, Ft. Thomas 89
White, Anna Lee, Richmond 87
Wilder, Margaret, Baxter 92
Williams, James Edwin, Newport 87
Wilson, Ida, Custon... 91
Winburn, Harold J., Richmond 90
Winkler, Maureen, Waco.. 92
Wynn, Bertha Mae, Berea 90
JUNIORS
Abner, lona, Shoal 98
Abrams, Burnace Edna, Clover Bottom. .100
Adams, Edgar Louis, Richmond 108
Allison, Joseph Royse, Columbia 101
Amyx, Grethel Ann, Tyner 102
Anderson, Ruth Beryl, Ezel ...100
Applegate, Juanita Jewell, Tollesboro 108
Amett, Marie, Cutuno. 103
Arrowwood, Juanita, Paintsville
Ashcraft, Helen Rae, Williamstown 108
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PERSONAL INDEX
Ball, Helen Mavree, Ages 100
Barnes, David Clark, Richmond
Barnett, Bill Earl, Pine Ridge
Begley, Lilian, Hayden 107
Benedett, Ted, Wheeling, W. Va 102
Benge, Malta Tae, Berea 99
Bezold, Roy Anthony, Newport - 103
Bishop, Alice, Taft 98
Bishop, Thelma, Taft 99
Blackburn, Ruey Wray, Yeager 99
Blackerby, William Harwood, Pendleton., 98
Blair, Martha. Spider 107
Board, Mary Marrs, Lawrenceburg... 1 03
Bowersock, Evalyn Fern, Sutton 108
Bowles, Virginia Thomas, Cropper 1 04
Boyd, Anna Lee, Minerva 100
Brafford, Mary Dee, Corbin .102
Brashear, William Marion, Viper
Brown, Josephine Elizabeth, Sinai 99
Buerger, William Warren, Newport....: 101
Cain, Helen Gertrude, Faubush ..101
Campbell, Hobart, Ary 99
Campbell, John, Mousie 104
Campbell, Leila, Williamsburg 101
Carnahan, Mary Elizabeth, Manchester.... 99
Carson, Margaret Mae, Williamsburg 101
Christie, Anne Earl, Lexington 100
Clemens, Clarence, Waneta. 100
Colvin, Mary Helen, Elizabethton,
Tenn 103
Combs, Haden, Ricetown 101
Conley, Lyndon Myers, Jeff- 102
Conley, Mabel Jean, Prestonsburg 99
Connor, John William, Brooksville 1 02
Conrad, Robert Payne, Williamstown 100
Correll, Beulah Evelyn, Somerset 107
Craig, Madge Helena, Rockhold ...101
Crider, Ernest Ford, Liggett 105
Crites, Margie Vivian, Newport 101
Crowe, Ruth Marie, Stanton. 103
Daniel, Zona, Paintsville.. 98
David, Kathryn, Shawhan .104
Dawn, Roy, Covington 99
Dejarnette, Frances Elaine, Richmond... 99
DeMoisey, Jean Fox, Walton 1 16
Deuel, Mary, Middlesboro... .1 02
Dils, Robert James, Dayton, 104
Dolan, Aline 102
Dorna, Charles Robert, Dayton... 105
Dougherty, Dan J., Richmond 102
Douglas, Thomas Allen, Hazard 107
Downing, Michael, Corbin... 106
Durrett, Helen Hall, Danville 99
Duvall, Bob Jillson, Frankfort 99
Easterling, Sylvia Coral, Ezel 107
Elkin, Frances Margaret, Winchester... 1 04
Elliston, Ida Mae, Covington 101
Estes, Anna Green, Vaughn's Mill 101
Estill, Ann Minerva, Frankfort 99
Farley, Gene Clark, Harlan. 102
Fiechter, Rose Virginia, Pittsburg, Ky 101
Frey, Paul William, Georgetown, O 98
Frye, Ruth, Island City 107
Gabbard, Velma Holcomb, Sand Gap 102
Garth, John Whitney, University City,
Mo 101
Gilbert, Virginia, Booneville 104
Griggs, Williams Harris, Richmond 106
Haas, Francis Conrad, Newport 107
Hackney, Bernice, Mouth Card
Haddix, Selena, Richmond. 104
Hamby, Ida Rose, Gatliff 108
Hansard, Hobart Berlin, Chevrolet 92
Harrison, Don, Newport ...103
Harrison, Ruth Mary, Maysville 99
Hart, Robert, Seco 104
Hatfield, Guy, Revenna 99
Hays, Dalna, Bath 105
Heath, Mary Catherine, Frankfort 105
Hedges, Mary Emma, Ft. Mitchell 108
Held, Virginia Mae, Dayton 98
Hertlein, Christine, Springfield 107
Heucke, Walter Earl, Louisville 102
Hicke, Florence Margaret, Winchester... 98
Hignite, Robert Garrard, Barbourville
Hill, Irene, Grove 98
Horn, Anna Louise, Wallins Creek .....100
Hounchell, Paul, Oneida 108
Howard, Edwin Lee, Wallins 98
Hurst, Jean, Pineville .....103
Hurst, Josephine, Pineville .103
Hurt, Lucile, Bulan. 103
Jackson, Kenneth Earl, Louisville 105
Johns, Donald Clarence, Dayton 108
Johnson, Dora, demons 103
Johnson, Iva Lee, Richmond 98
Johnson, Sophia Mable, Irvine 102
Jones, Mabel Rae, Melvin
Kaminski, Vivian Muriel, Pikeville 106
Keifer, Miriam Aulick, Ashland 107
Kister, Mary Agnes, Richmond 104
Kitts, Charlene Lovorn, Yancey .....108
Kleinstouber, Walter, Jeffersontown... 99
Koger, Wilma Kathleen, Parmleysville... 1 02
Langdon, Anna Marie, Annville 98
Leeds, Mary Joseph, Richmond.... 103
Lehman, Larry Ray, Ft. Thomas 106
Lemon, Virginia Pett, Pikeville 99
Lewallen, Helen Ann, Harlan 99
Long, Margaret Tabor, Richmond 99
Love, Zelma Colyer, Elihu
Lucas, Harry Beau, Beattyville 105
Lucy, Mary Lou, Hebron 102
Lumsden, Dave, Covington... 105
McConnell, Gayle, Forks of Elkhorn 1 01
McGuire, Nannie Christine, Grassy Creek 98
Mcintosh, Lorraine Euna, West Irvine 1 00
Mann, Arnett, Paintsville 105
Mason, Williams H., Richmond 108
Miller, Carolyn S., Boone, N. C 108
Mills, Buell Bernard, Pineville 101
Miracle, Mabel, Loyall 99
Moore, George Wilson, Berea.
Moore, Kathleen, Shelby Gap
Moran, Eleanor Christine, Auxier 106
Morcom, Elsie Jane, Louisville 103
Morehead, James Frederick, Portsmouth,
Ohio 1 05
Morgan, Vivian Lucille, Newport 105
Morris, Gladys Maggard, Buckhorn 107
Murray, Natalie, Covington.. 103
Nichols, Mary Frances, Beechville 101
Oldham, Mary Moore, Richmond 104
Owen, Joseph Edsel, Richmond 102
Owens, Genevieve Minerva, Pippapass 108
Owens, Willie T., Corbin
Perkins, Emma Noyes, Corbin 105
Petty, Georgie Leroy, Ashland... 105
Preston, Evelyn, Gallup 106
Profitt, Christine Oral, Leeco 104
Rail, Clarence Eugene, Beattyville 105
Randall, L. Frances, Somerset 104
Rasnick, Norvin Ber, Barbourville 102
Rawlins, Claude Holt, Ft. Thomas 105
Reed, Harriette Ann, Harrodsburg 107
Reese, Mary Evalyn, Louisville 98
Reynolds, Daniel, Tyner
Richards, Mary Elizabeth, Ashland 106
Richardson, Donald, Richmond
Riggs, Clara Rose, Russell 106
Risch, Carl Joseph, McKee... 103
Rogers, Lula Mae, Irvine 101
Sams, Rachel 1 05
Sallee, Martha K., Gee 100
Schneider, Charlotte Ann, Ft. Thomas 108
Scott, Donald Everett, Portsmouth, O 98
Shadoan, Russell L., Burgin 103
Shearer, Annie Louise, Somerset 107
Siphers, Joe Bill, Benham 105
Smiley, Margaret, Richmond-... 104
Shearer, Mary Eva, Susie 102
Smith, Elizabeth B., Hindman 107
Smith, James Harold, Closplint
Spears, Jessie Jane, Paris 102
Stafford, Earl George, Covington 106
Steely, Ralph Kenneth, Corbin 107
Stevenson, Roberta B., Corbin 100
Stone, Pauline, Carlisle 105
Strong, Margaret, Richmond 105
Tackett, Ethel Irene, Jenkins 105
Taylor, Mary Matt, Stanford 101
Taylor, Virginia, Somerset 107
Thompson, Frieda, King's Mountain 107
Timberlake, Jane Nelson, London 101
Tume, Lucille Marie, Harrodsburg 107
Te, Jessie Marie, Jellico, Tenn 103
Umstaddt, Ellem Parker, Elizaville 106
Vicker, Vivian Irene, Bethesda. 101
Virgin, Mildred, Ashland 108
Waggener, Nina Elizabeth, Columbia 99
Watson, Mildred Ann, Liggett 105
Webb, Pruda, Mayking 106
Weddle, Alice, Ingle 106
Weddle, Arevia Alleyne, Faubush 104
West, Bobby, Irvine 102
Whitaker, Rodney B., Cumberland 103
Wickersham, Allan, Irvine 106
Wiglesworth, Virginia Reed, Cynthiana....l 03
Williams, Arnold C, Dingus 108
Williams, Charles Claude, Twila 101
Williams, Katherine L., Moffatt's Creek,
Va 98
Williams, Peggy Margaret, Harlan
Wilson, Thomas Blanton, Paris 106
Witt, Robert, West Irvine 108
Worthington, Robert, Dry Ridge 106
Wright, Charlie, Praise 107
Yarberry, Laetitia, Breeding... 101
Yates, Mary Luise, Bradfordsville... 108
Yavecchia, Jacqueline, Waterbury, Con-
necticut 100
Yeager, Robert Edward, Oneida Castle,
NY
Yeary, Gladys, Harlan 104
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SOPHOMORES
Abney, Orville Roscoe, Mt. Vernon
Adams, (ohnie Thomas, Lickburg 1 13
Adams, Paul Gaylen, Independence 1 10
Adams, Velma lean, Eubank I 10
Alexander, Bonnie Frances, South Irvine..! 18
Ammerman, Eloise Ware, Shawhan 1 12
Azbill, Allen Frances, Richmond I 1 8
Babb, Reed, Lorain, 1 10
Baker, Esther May, Hazard .1 16
Baker, Robert Noland, Crab Orchard 1 17
Barker, Sara Yancey, Richmond 112
Bartlett, Howard, Allais 114
Berlepp, Talitha, Stanford Ill
Berry, Jane Elizabeth, Cynthiana 1 10
Bishop, Millard, Felty
Bishop, Ruth |ones, North Middletown. ...
Boggs, Gladys, Flint.. ...1 1 1
Brashear, Billy, Irvine 1 10
Bridges, Spencer Russell, Somerset 1 1 1
Broaddus, Edna Earle, Richmond 1 15
Brock, Dolly Mae, Louellen 110
Brown, Mary Geneva, Sharpsburg 1 1 1
Burch, Robert, Richmond.. 118
Burdette, Kermit Rudolph, Renfro Valley.. 1 12
Burnam, Kathryn Covington, Richmond.. 1 1 8
Burns, Ralph Egbert, Cincinnati, 114
Burris, Bessie Clark, Paris .....1 1 1
Bush, Robert Martin, Waco 116
Campbell, Jane Kesterson, Middlesboro.... 1 12
Cantrell, Frances Flaudeen, Dayton 112
Carlson, Lawrence Douglas, Richmond. 1 1 2
Carrier, Elizabeth Jane, Richmond Ill
Carroll, Elihu, Drip Rock 112
Catlett, Mary Louise, Lawrenceburg 112
Cecil, Marcielle, Hazel Green 1 10
Cecil, Wilma Clay, Hazel Green.. 1 10
Charles, Ruth Elizabeth, Augusta 1 1 1
Chenault, )ames Stouffer, Richmond 1 1 2
Chesnut, Wilma Esther, Brock ...1 1 1
Clifford, Earnest Wayne, Bedford... 1 10
Collins, Rose Katherine, Richmond 110
Collins, Rudolph, Eminence Ill
Combs, Catherine, Oneida T 10
Comer, Pauline Wymore, Falmouth 1 10
Cooper, Robert Graham, Germantown 1 13
Corman, Madeline, Covington Ill
Correll, Blaine, Somerset 115
Cox, Elizabeth Trueheart, Richmond 1 16
Cox, Marie Howard, Richmond 1 12
Cox, Nettie Louise, Richmond 117
Cox, Victor Lawson, Wisemantown 1 13
Crane, Eva Helen, Berea.
Creech, Sara Bernice, Richmond ...,1 1 1
Criswell, Mabel Ruth, Cynthiana 1 1 1
Crook, Florence, Meridian, Miss 1 12
Crowe, )ames Albert, Stanton 115
Currey, Virginia Opal, Richmond 115
Deeb, Norman Abrham, Shelbyville 113
DeSimone, Victor, McRoberts 1 14
Dorna, William, Dayton 115
Downey, Helen Bernyce, Moreland 1 18
Duff, Dorothy Lauvine, Chavies .114
Dunaway, Alvis Marie, King's Mountain 1 17
Dunn, Mary Marie, Richmond 118
Durham, Elsie Marie, Richmond 114
Eads, Malcolm, Cold Springs 1 17
Earle, Ann Elizabeth, Falmouth 113
Earls, Robert Dale, Williamstown ...115
Fairchild, Wathalyne, Mount Vernon 110
Ferguson, Berna Rose, Mount Vernon 1 1 1
Fields, Pauline, Busy Ill
Fike, Irene, Waco — 110
Floyd, Helen Elizabeth, Richmond 110
Foley, Dorothy Fern, Moberly Ill
Freeman, James, Honey Bee 112
Garland, Roberta May, Somerset 118
Garrett, Irma Kathleen, Richmond .....117
Gateley, Anna Davis, Ft. Thomas 119
Gibson, Earl, Portsmouth, O
Goins, Anita Beatrice, Richmond.. 114
Goosens, Robert John, Barbourville Ill
Gosney, Annabelle, Alexandria.. 1 1 1
Graham, Elmer Harvey, Covington
Grant, Robert William, Burlington 112
Griggs, Lucy May, Union City 110
Grmstead, Mabel Elizabeth, Jellico,
Tenn 1 12
Haddix, Ralph Lasher, Richmond 112
Hale, Alva Thomas, Richmond 1 14
Hamblin, Foster Benton, Hazard... 1 15
Hamilton, Margaret, Lancaster 1 14
Hatler, Dorothy, Hazard 117
Hayes, Laura Marie, Lacke... 1 16
Herr, Bett Marie, Bedford 112
Hicks, George Pike, Shively
Highland, Eugene, Richmond 115
Hinkle, Elizabeth Todd, Sharpsburg.. 1 1 1
Holcomb, LaVerne, Nicholasville 110
Holt, Jack, Louisville 116
Holliday, Hazel June, Hazard 1 13
Howell, Treva Turner, Jackson
Howard, Burrell, Wallins Creek 1 10
Hudnell, Lloyd Calvin, Carlisle 1 16
Huenefeld, Earl Warren, Ft. Thomas 110
Hurd, Maurice Vannel, Lynch. 116
Hysinger, Ida, Brodhead
Ingram, Jesse Reeves, Flemingsburg .1 14
Inman, Rayma Dean, Whitley City ...1 17
Innings, George, Straight Creek ...1 17
Jackson, Eunice, Benham... 113
James, Anna Laura, Inez 112
Jasper, Marie Ann, Somerset. 118
Jasper, Mary Kathryn, Somerset 1 17
Johnson, Elizabeth, Frankfort 1 15
Johnson, James Waldeck, Florence
Jones, Elizabeth Hume, Waco 1 19
Jones, Fan, North Middletown 113
Jordan, Pauline, Salvisa 118
Kees, Larry John, Alexandria 113
Kelly, Willard Price, Harlan ...116
Keuper, Jerry Pean, Ft. Thomas 115
Kidd, Roy Walter, Corbin 1 16
Kinsella, William Joseph, Newport 1 17
Kleffner, Paul Edward, Portsmouth, 0.115
Krueger, Christine, Mount Vernon 115
Kuehn, Irvin, Cincinnati, 1 14
Ledridge, Annie, Lyrone 1 14
Litsey, Susan Jane, Springfield 113
Little, George, Paint Lick 1 10
Little, James S., Portsmouth, 113
Littleton, Olive, Grayson 116
Logsdon, James Eldon, Lothair 113
Long, Martha, Russellville... Ill
Loper, Jack Edwin, Covington 1 1 3
Lowe, Thomas Argyle, Whitepeat-.-. 1 18
Lynch, Margaret Rita, Lancaster 1 1 5
McDaniel, Ray, Uline 1 16
McGuire, Cleo Madgeline, Grayson 114
McNees, Dorothy Dalton, Cynthiana I 1 5
Maddox, Muriel Martin, Maysville 117
Maggard, Ivan, Richmond
Maher, Ann Scott, Washington Ill
Malbrain, John, Harlan
Mann, Howard, Paintsville
Marcum, Bob, Berea.
Markham, Julia Juanita, Middlesboro 114
Marsee, Ruth Faye, Artemus 114
Master, Betty Francis, Irvine ...118
Maggard, Kathylene May, Salyersville. ..
May, Margaret, Salyersville 117
Miller, Clair LaMonne, La Grange 1 1 2
Mitakides, Andrew Richmond 1 1 3
Mitchell, Frances, Bondville 113
Moberly, Janie Clouse, Richmond
Mock, Robert Walter, New York, N. Y...1 14
Moore, Mary, Paint Lick.. 1)1
Mosely, Kent, Millersburg Ill
Mountz, Edsel Reid, Clay City ...1 12
Newton, Onnallee, Station Camp 113
Nicholson, Jack Oliver, Dayton.. 115
Nonnemacher, Clarence, Columbus, O
Norman, George William, Wheeling, W.
Va 1 16
Norris, Charley, McKee
Nowakowski, Casey, Chicago, III ....115
O'Donnell, James Riley, Richmond 117
Parker, Agnes Feck, Frankfort 117
Peace, Kathleen, Corbin 1 12
Perry, James Walter, Lawrenceburg 115
Plaga, Ruth, Newport 116
Poer, Betty jane, Covington . ...J ] 1
Polley, Edna Margaret, Cynthiana .118
Pope, Evelyn, Cawood .113
Porter, |oe Lawrence, Falmouth ...117
Power, Louis Alger, Brooksville .113
Prater, R. Rebecca, Lackey 117
Prather, Christine, Levee 113
Purdon, James Kirby, Maysville. ...110
Ring, Mary T., Maysville 1 13
Roberts, Gail Dexter, Glouster, O .116
Roberts, Martha Dale, Pineville ...116
Rogers, Thelma, Irvine. 110
Rose, Clair Jackson, Jackson. .1 14
Roseberry, Sidney Clay, Paris
Sanders, Ben Leavell, Richmond 1 17
Sargent, Horace Winthrop, Newport.. 1 16
Sawyer, Orval V., Newport 112
Sexton, Ada Dudley, Harrodsburg 1 15
Siekman, Mildred Louise, Burlington Ill
Skinner, Elizabeth Marie, College HMI....1 10
Slade, Ethel May, Covington 119
Smith, Betsy Ann, Shelbyville 115
Smith, Carl Kenneth, Richmond 117
Smith, Jean Katherine, Owenton 118
Smith, Joyce Ellagene, Richmond 113
Smith, Margaret Katherine, Leeco 116
Smith, Melvin Jane, Berea ....118
Smither, Frances, Frankfort 115
Stevens, Loraine, West Irvine 117
Stevenson, Marginia, Corbin 110
Stewart, Opal Virginia, Corbin 116
Strachan, Mary Betty, Corbin 114
Sturgill, Dana, Berea 118
Sudduth, Eunice, Stanford 115
Swinford, Maxey, Paris I 13
159
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Tabb, Thomas Edward, Dover 1 14
Talbott, |ack Carlisle, Dayton, O ....118
Tarter, Pluma Mae, Faubush 116
Tate, Harry Arnold, Monticello ..118
Thompson, Martha Jane, Hazard
Todd, Mrs. Eugene, Richmond
Todd, Hazel Beatrice, Berea 116
Todd, ]ames Winston, Richmond 116
Todd, Stanley Earl, Richmond ...118
Tombaugh, Robert, McConnelsville, 1 1 5
Townsend, Nancy Ann, Williba 114
Trautwein, Marilyn, Ft. Thomas 1 17
Trimble, Anna lean, West Van Lear 1 15
Trosper, Jewell Dean, Corbin..... 119
Tudor, Virgil Gaines, Richmond 117
Turner, Arlene A., Hazard 1 14
Wagers, James, Richmond 114
Waits, Dorothy Jean, Cynthiana
Walker, Doris Virginia, Richmond
Walker, Jack, Corbin 118
Walker, Lois Jean, Richmond..... 112
Wall, Noel Keith, King's Mountain 117
Waller, Harry, Crittenden .....114
Walters, Modena Jessie, Cumberland 113
Walton, Joe, Lynch 113
Ward, Peggy Ann, Inez 114
Watkins, Sharleen Murphy, Liberty 119
Watson, Sylvia Imogene, Washington.... 1 1 7
Webb, Paul Harding, Burning Springs. ... 1 1 9
Weber, Edwin Theodore, Ft. Thomas 1 12
Wells, Paula, Grays Branch 1 13
West, Steward, Paint Lick 118
Wiley, Mary Ellen, Hazard 1 16
Williams, John Lewis, Newport 1 18
Williams, Mary Elizabeth, Ashland 1 13
Wilmot, Ben K., Richmond 1 17
Wilson, Gilbert, Paint Lick 1 19
Wilson, Margaret Lucille, Richmond 1 1 1
Wilson, Ollie Frances, Richmond 115
Winchester, Edwina, Stearns 116
Winkler, Carolyn Lee, Boone, N. C 1 19
Wolfmbarger, Glen, Irvine 117
Woolum, Marilee, Yancey..... 115
Yelton, Ballard Jay, Butler 114
FRESHMEN
Acker, Charlotte Virginia, Lancaster 125
Ackman, Charles, DeMossville 133
Aiken, William Jennings, Louellen 128
Anderson, Harry Woodrow, Stanford 123
Anthony, Jean Dorothy, Frankfort 124
Arnold, Gareld Cleveland, Butler 128
Ausmus, Jean Burkes, Middlesboro. 131
Baker, Edna Benningfield, Mt. Sterling. . 1 24
Baker, Mary Catherine, Hazard... 124
Balionis, Joseph Paul, Homestead, Pa 127
Ballew, Freda Towers, Richmond
Barnes, Harry Daniel, Jackson.
Bay, Roselyn Genevieve, Bradford 122
Beaty, Nancy Ann, Ft. Mitchell 124
Becker, Gerald Albert, Wheeling, W. Va. 123
Becker, Lawrence Wayne, Wheeling W.
Va 123
Begley, Mary Elizabeth, Beattyville 125
Bell, Doyle V., Pine Knot 134
Bell, Marjorie Curtis, Corinth 131
Bellamy, Verna Ross, Berea
Benedett, William Richard, Wheeling,
W. Va 129
Benedict, Clarence Robert, Newport 133
Bernart, Charles Walker, Hazard ......127
Bezold, Clement Leo, Bellevue 132
Bishop, Mary Anna, Covington ...104
Boneta, Luis Carlos, Richmond 131
Boneta, Selena, Richmond 124
Bowlen, Roy, Cropper
Boyd, Earl Neal, Trinity 127
Bradley, James William, Stamping
Ground 123
Bradshaw, Anna Margaret, Burgin.. 133
Brady, Kenneth Warren, Portsmouth, 0.1 31
Branham, Walter Volker, Nelse
Brock, Georgia Mae, Corbin 122
Brown, Andora Moore, Harrodsburg.. 124
Brummitt, Mary Edith, Danville 122
Bryant, Wathan Travis, Lee City 127
Bullock, Norma, Valley Oak...... 127
Burch, Lois, Richmond 127
Burke, Joe Ed, Prestonsburg
Byron, Ednabelle, Owingsville 123
Campbell, Paul Daniel, Booneville ...128
Campbell, Willena C, Shelbyville 122
Carman, Betty Lucille, Russell 124
Childers, Mack, McRoberts 124
Clark, Mildred, Danville 134
Clinkenberard, Juanita Mae, Covington.. 1 24
Cobb, Dorman Gilmore, New Liberty 122
Coffman, Evelyn P., Verona 122
Colvin, Donald Woodson, Germantown.... 1 24
Combs, Gladys Louise, Richmond 124
Congleton, John Walter, Richmond 124
Congleton, Robert Lee, Barbourville 124
Congleton, Truman, Beattyville 124
Cook, Jean Elizabeth, Lejunior 125
Cooper, Neva Grace, Hazard 1 25
Corey, Philip Frank, Rahway, N.
J
128
Cornelius, Mayme F., Beattyville 130
Cornell, William Patton, Ft. Mitchell 130
Cosby, Louise Antionette, Richmond 126
Cowden, John E., Loyall ......131
Cox, Ruth Madeline, Raceland ....124
Crabtree, Virginia Fae, Morehead 130
Crigger, James Clarence, Three Point 128
Curry, Richard, Delbarton, W. Va 127
Dalzell, Frank Shirley, Paris 127
Davis, Georgia Lee, Calvin ...122
Davis, Jane Page, Columbia 124
Davis, Martha Mae, Stanford. 128
Dean, Russell Davis, Berea .....133
Dearinger, Dorothy Dean, Richmond 122
Deatherage, Sara Elizabeth, Richmond 124
DeCamp, Helen Catherine, Bellevue.. 122
Dejarnette, Betty Lane, Lexington 132
Dejarnette, Eloise, Richmond 127
Denton, Marie Elizabeth, Somerset 123
Dixon, Harold Granville, Paintsville 124
Dodson, Naoma Rae, Somerset 123
Donovan, Cleora Chambers, Mt. Olivet.... 1 23
Dotson, Doris Ruby, Williamson, W. Va...l32
Epperson, Bernice, Flat Lick 122
Eubank, Virginia Margaret, Convington.. 1 23
Evans, Esther Ruth, Berea 133
Evans, Mary Winston, Middlesboro 123
Farmer, Lois Ella, Paris 124
Flick, Harold Alvin, Grant 130
Foley, Ovalene, Russell Springs 123
Foreman, Frank, Hazard 123
Fortner, Janet Gladys, Ravenna 124
Freeman, Delmas Franklin, Louellen 132
Frey, Davis Frederick, Georgetown, 122
Friend, Tilden Belvard, Prestonsburg 132
Fucito, Esther Lilliam, Cincinnati, 130
Gabbard, Dorothy Elizabeth, Richmond.. 1 27
Gadberry, Lila Mae, Lancaster 123
Garner, Etta Whitley, Crab Orchard 126
Garrett, Glenn Allen, Corbin 122
Garrison, Mrs. Dorothy Deli la, Man-
chester 1 30
Gatliff, Eleanor Joyce, Loyall 130
Gibson, Earl, Portsmouth 133
Gilligan, Roy Elmer, Dayton 134
G.llis, Werliaden, Sinai 124
Ginter, Virgil Ode II, College Hill 132
Graham, Elmer, Covington 132
Graham, Mary Virgin, Ft. Thomas 129
Greene, Robert Johnson, Mt. Sterling 131
Greenwood, Clyde Ellis, Milton 122
Gregory, James Parker, Richmond 129
Griffin, Patricia Kay, Nicholasville 129
Griggs, George Thomas, Valley View 132
Grinnell, Alice Frances, Paris 131
Grizzell, Willard, Sciotoville, 134
Grollig, Don Anthony, Bellevue 129
Hamilton, Eliza Elaine, Frew 132
Hampton, Lucille Virginia, Harlan 123
Hatchett, Hawkins Hart, Henderson 126
Hawes, Julia Sale, Ft. Thomas 125
Hays, Joe Jr., Irvine 132
Heaton, Marie Adele, Middlesboro 122
Helton, Nawana Patricia, Loyall 127
Hicks, Juanita Kathryn, Maysville 130
Hinkle, Turner Thomas, Sharpsburg 126
Hogg, Betty L., Mayking 134
Holbrook, Emett Overton, Dry Ridge 127
Hollbrook, Wisteria, Ravenna
Hollyfield, Margaret Ann, Middlesboro.. 1 27
Holtzclaw, Elsie Jane, Stanford 129
House, Neva Kathleen, Nicholasville .128
Howard, Jean Joyce, Pineville 128
Huddleston, Marjorie Frances, Ports-
mouth, 125
Hudson, Ellen, Lejunior 129
Hunt, Evelyn Lee, Louisville 127
Hunt, Lena Garnet, Prestonburg.. 127
Hurley, Nina Margaret, Richmond .--.129
Hutson, James Lewis, Coalwood 127
Jackson, Christine, Benham 128
lenkins, Mary Glenn, Whitesburg
Jessee, Margaret Lois, Pineville 130
Johnson, Fred Wooton, Buckhorn 133
Jones, Frank Leslie, Portsmouth, 128
Jones, June Lucille, Dione -130
Jones, Mabel, McVeigh 130
Jones, Marcia Alice, LaGrange 128
Jones, Margaret Lucille, Sardis 123
Jones, Nancy Carolyn, LaGrange 125
Jones, Phyllis Marie, Melvin.. 126
Kalb, Ruth Christine, Brooksville 133
Karr, Eugene C, Corbin 127
Keating, Hobart, Corbin.. 127
Keen, Daniel, Dry Hill 126
Kell, Katherine Louise, Berea 123
Kelly, Marjorie Grace, Evarts 134
Kilgus, Lewis Long, Maysville ...128
King, Lionel Travis, Paris 122
Kopenhoefer, Alice Elizabeth, Somerset..! 22
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Lackey, All ia Evelyn, Berea- 134
Lane, James Norwood, Conneaut, 0. 131
Lathan, Lava Chrystae, Ocala — 126
Layman, Billie, Pineville, W. Va 124
Leavell, Ben Gordon, Stanford 125
Lehman, Shirley Virginia, Dayton, 129
Leslie, Earl Vernon, Estill..- 125
Lewis, Fonso Foister, Bright Shade. 126
Lillard, Betty Keene, Warsaw. 122
Little, Margie Helen, Southgate 123
Littleton, Alene Elizabeth, Grayson 129
Littreil, Leon Glenn, Winchester 133
Lohr, Marcus Dean, Logan, 130
Lucas, Elwood, Beattyville-.- 122
Luttrell, Amos Lillard, Knoxville, Tenn...l32
McGown, Marie Louise, Versailles 127
McCrary, Bethel Leon, Bridgeport, Ala... 129
McCroskey, Olive Marcielle, Leeco 125
McHargue, Mary Vashti, Irvine 129
McHargue, Chester Henry, Pine Hill 128
McHenry, James Robert, Newport 126
McKeehan, Bernard Evans, Barbourville.-l 29
McKnight, Dorothy, Crystal 126
McQueen, Garnet, Bond 123
Maggard, LaFaun, Ashland : 1 28
Marcum, Doris Jean, Salyersville 123
Mayfield, Laura Emily, Finchville 128
Maynard, Betty Lou, Pikeville-- 133
Meade, Grace Carol, Ashland 122
Menifee, James Earl, Berea 129
Miles, Erwin Crandall, Cromona 126
Mills, Jack Polk, Freeburn 126
Mitchell, Helen Reed, Harrodsburg 122
Moberly, Nathan Noland, Richmond 123
Moberly, Tommy Earl, Mt. Sterling 133
Moesker, Catherine Jane, Covington
Montfort, Donald Francis, Campbells-
burg 1 34
Moore, Dorothy, Shelbyville 123
Moore, Leon Hamilton, Bybee... 130
Morgan, Oliva Gertrude, Raceland 98
Mowat, Elizabeth Benham 125
Mullikin, Elizabeth Lee, Vanceburg ...131
Mullikin, Esta Lorraine, Vanceburg 128
Mullins, Pauline, Withers 123
Mullins, Velma Jean, Eubank 131
Murphy, Valda, Ezel 134
Nantz, Gladys, Helton 131
Napier, Blanche, Richmond
Neal, Wilanna, Luretha 133
Neeley, Verna Louise, Louellen 1 26
Nelson, Norman James, Dayton, 131
Nesbitt, D. Marie, Frankfort 128
Newland, Mae Elizabeth, Richmond 128
Nolan, Edna Mae, Incline 126
O'Hearn, Anita Catherine, Stanford 126
Olds, Virginia Katherine, Union City 125
Orr, Jacqueline Mauree, Ashland 123
Orwin, Donald, Somerset
Osborne, Helen Jean, Russell 122
Park, Betty, Richmond 132
Park, Betty Mildred, Richmond 126
Parks, Hazel Pauline, Corbin 134
Parks, Virginia Marie, Corbin 129
Passmore, Jack Edwin, Whitesburg 132
Patrick, Kenneth, Salyersville 133
Pennington, Leona, Access 131
Picklesimer, Betty Jo, Saco
Prater, Avanell Marie, Volga
Price, Leona Loriane, Ashland 125
Proctor, Lois Tribble, Simpsonville 126
Proffitt, Mae Wilder, Loyall 126
Reed, Max, Bolivar, 132
Reeves, Louis Dean, Richmond
Rice, Thelma Mae, Bond 133
Riley, Nancy Belle, Chicago, III 125
Roberts, Andrew Welch, Glouster, .132
Rogers, Inez, Richmond 127
Rogers, John Harold, Covington 129
Ross, Charles Albert, Raceland ...126
Ross, Lanore, Portsmouth, 125
Ruark, Jeanne Marcia, Vanceburg.. 128
Ruschell, James, Silver Grove 125
Russell, Roy Eugene, Cumberland
Rutherford, Phyllis Dee, Richmond 133
Ryle, Robert Clements, Covington 129
Sams, Lillian, Irvine 130
Sandidge, Harold Basil, Clarence... 133
Schafer, Donald Arthur, Montgomery, 0...129
Schulte, William Vernon, Bellevue 130
Scott, Carl Hartford, Portsmouth, 125
Shacklette, John Will, Louisville 129
Shriver, Frank Wynn, Newport 131
Siphers, Robert Frank, Benham 131
Smith, Allie Bond, Lawrenceburg 129
Smith, Herman Lester, Creekville 129
Smith, Justine S., Butler 130
Smith, Sadie, Ary
Smith, Wallace Vernon, Corbin 1 3
1
Smith, Wilda Leontine, Butler 126
Snow, Nancy May, Richmond 125
Snyder, Mary Lou, Ashland 126
Soika, George Robert, Chicago, III 128
Spence, Helen Frances, Berea 125
Stacy, Floyd, Jackson 131
Stamper, Mary Mildred, Waynesburg 130
Stanley, Sylvia Helen, Tram 125
Stanley, Virginia Delrhea, Freeburn 130
Starkey, Henry, Richmond 127
Starns, Warren William, Richmond
Steele, Anna Louise, Raceland 128
Stephenson, Burkitt Hall, Danville 129
Stivers, Dean Adell, Pleasureville 124
Sroms, James Tucker, Ft. Thomas 125
Tackett, Ardena Elizabeth, Jenkins 131
Taylor, Cordelia Mae, Richmond 125
Terrell, Lois Marcella, Rockhold 129
Thacker, Ollie Edith, Pryse 126
Thompson, Thelma Lucille, Sadieville 132
Thorpe, Elizabeth Lewis, Richmond 122
Todd, Jean Elizabeth, Frankfort 126
Trusty, Constance Annabette, Jackson... 1 30
Tucker, Elois G., Somerset 130
Tufts, Carl, Prestonsburg 131
Tyler, Charles Golden, Winchester.. 125
Vaughn, Margaret Louise, Greenburg 131
Vaught, Mary Elizabeth, Somerset
Vice, Lowell Thompson, Paris 128
Waite, Grace Bryan, Silver Grove 129
Waits, Margaret Drane, Cynthiana 127
Walker, Edward Walter, Richmond... 131
Walker, Sara Dan, Richmond 127
Wallace, Mary Agnes, Georgetown
Walters, Waco William, Cumberland...... 1 22
Walton, John Maxey, Munfordville 127
Walton, Mary Elizabeth, Maysville 134
Walton, Verner Lee, Crittenden 134
Ward, Lois Rose, Beattyville
Wasson, Geneva, Paris 130
Wayman, George William, Bellevue 133
Webb, Thomas Allen, Paint Lick 127
Weingartner, Russell Clarence, Newport..! 33
Wert, William Graw, Cincinnati, O 125
West, Ote Lisle, Richmond..
Whisman, John Devert, Clay City 130
Whitaker, James Dudley, Blackey 128
White, David Cody, Pikeville 132
White, Lenora Menefee, Hazard .1 30
White, Louise, Phelps 131
Willis, Emelie Caroline, Loyall 132
Wilson, Alfred P., Loyall 128
Will, Rhoda Flo, Wisemantown
Witt, Rhoda, Irvine 134
Wright, Catherine Elnora, Georgetown... 1 26
Wright, Phillip Leslie, Georgetown 131
Yates, Mary, Burlington 134
York, Edna Florine, Ft. Thomas 123
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